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GLOSSARY OF TEEFlS USED I10 THIS DOCUMENT 
Althouch generally accepted i n  a technical sense, many of the terms used here- 
i n  haw various connotations wi th in  the e,erospace comrmnity. 
some of the basic terms are explained belm. 
Thus, as a guide, 
PAYLOAD 
mSTm vehicle adapter, and any deployment or separation devices re- 
is u s d  t o  collectively describe the payload, the payload/launch 
quired t o  effect a sepcratinn of the payload from the launch 
vehicle 
MmAD is a collective word used t o  describe the total operating entity, 
such as a sa te l l i t e ,  that  i s  launched into orbit  by the launch 
vehicle; it comprises spacecraft and experiments but excludes 
launch vehicle related elements - such a8 adapters - that  are 
non-fmct ional i n  orbit .  
describes a representative example of a current unmanned payload 
used t o  provide a basis for the d e v e l o p n t  of Law-cost approaches 
and cost comparisons; examples are: OAO-B, SRS, Synchronous 
Equatorial Orbiter . The term Initial-Design is  used interchange- 
ably wi th  Baseline. 
EASELINE 
PAYLOAD 
Low-COST 
PAYLOAD 
refers t o  payload designs which were developed using low-cost 
approaches and techniques that  are compatible with the cost- 
saving potential arising from use of the new launch vehicles. 
is  the system used t o  inject  or place the payload into I ts  spe- 
cified orbit ;  specifically i n  the PaylOaa Effects Study, three 
launch vehicle types are considered - , w e n t  alternate expen- . 
dable, new los t  cost expendable, snd reusable Space lPhuttle tuxl 
Space !Fug. 
8UBsrm refers t o  the major f’uncticmal el&e of a paglosd, covering 
prime equipnent categories: 
Experiments 
Structures & Mechanisms 
Electrical Power 
0 Stabilization 6 Control 
Attitude Control6 Propulsion 
0 Cammicatione, Data &ooeaehg fnlrtrrraaedatim 
&xvirontpeatalControl 
LMSC - A s 0 5  58 
COPI'IMNENT 
PART 
refers to a complete functional portion of a subsystem; a mod-  
ule comprises several components and interconnect electrical 
harnesses how& within R single structural box. 
an assembly such as a star tracker, transmitter, or similar. 
Componcnts are assemblies of parts. 
a picce of hardware, a quantity of which are assembled into a 
sincle component ; examples are: transistor, Lens, shaft, etc.  
Par t s  categories cansidered are: 
C High-reliebility 
m-spec 
0 Aircraft 
0 Cammercial 
LOCKHCEO MIOSILIS & W A C #  COM?ANY 
Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This document, "Design h i d e  for Space Shuttle Low-Cost Pe~rloeds*", has been 
prepared by Lockheed Missiles Ba space C ~ ! @ a n y ,  Space System8 Division, a8 part 
of the t o t a l  effort under NASA Contract HAS W-2156, covering the -load Ef- 
fects Analysis Study, 
i e  the Final Report which describes the sfudy and i t s  resulfs. 
A Repmate document, LMsC-A990556, dtd 30 June lw, 
The principal objectives of the overall study were: 
0 Prepare program pl,,. 7 ana cod,: t 1: buive *W-COS* peyloade, estab- 
l i sh ing  the dollar savings r6 *.!-(v- 
payloads 
c +  L- *at equlvelent (baseline) 
0 Establish the effect of the new low-cost payload8 upon the future 
launch/transptation systems and grauad systenrs 
Prepare a designers handbook which W i l l  delineate for future unmanned 
payload designers the principles of l aw  cost deslepr developed during 
the c m s e  of the study. 
This  document is the result of effort on the leet i t e m  listed. 
with the intent t o  atmnaarize the principal resulfa of the Payload Effects Study, 
w i t h  emphasis on data f i l c h  i s  important t o  the designers and engineers 
It was prepared 
* 
The word ''FbyloBd" as used in this docume,lfp refers t o  a fliat vehicle, 
usually cranprising a apmecraft aad an experiwnt paelmget which I s  carried. 
t o  orbit in the oargo bw of the apaOs 8huttle. For addltianal dofinltiolas, 
O a n d t  the d l 0 6 6 w e  
who will. create the unmanned payloads t o  be f lown i n  the Space Shuttle era, 
and who will bear the principle responsibility for implementing law-cost hard- 
wmr prcmams and associated development and f l i g h t  programs. 
Preliminary economic analyses indicate t h a t  payload design approach has tt drama- 
t i c  i r f lucnce on the wera l l  prograrr costs for missions i n  the 1978 t o  1990 per- 
iod. 
cost, payload approaches, the Space Shuttle i t s e l f  cannot be shwn t o  be cost- 
effective. The importance of applying the low-cost methodology nravided here- 
!n (or equivalent) cannot be over-emphasi: -C: i f  ths  NASA space programs of the  
future arc t o  be attained within reasonable (and austere) national budget con- 
straints * 
So strong i s  th i s  influence, t h a t  wi+,hout the implementation 3f the  low- 
Note: The English system of unite ha8 been ueed in analysia end deaign. 
Factors for conversion of h g l i a h  unit8 t o  Internatiaml unite are 
included 3s required. 
. 
1-2 
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Section 2 
IN!l'ENDm USAGE @F GUIDE 
a .  Basic Objt-ctive 
The initial objective of t h i s  docwnent is t o  conmunicate t o  the f i ture  space 
promam managers, planners, designers, engineers, and scientists;  (1) the basic 
relationships between payload designs end program cost effects, and (2) some 
concepts for deaigning lm-cost payloads and implementing low-cost programs. 
b. Need for Implementation of Concept a t  a l l  Levels 
Because much of the low-cost methodology proposed is  at variance with past 
practice, there must be a detlermined effort  t o  apply the changed concept. This 
.ill require the f U l l  support of leaders i n  both Oavernment and b d v s t q  if the 
t + ~ y  s.;gnificar;t economic advantages Isre t o  accrue. The coat aavillpil potential-. 
-I.Y tsslieable i n  the design of payloads w i l l  not be attained i f  traditional 
wthods 01 spacecraft development and production are unchanged. 
c. Limitations i n  Scape of Pavload Carerage 
The total  NASA/USAF Missian M e l ,  which l l e t a  all of the Space Shuttle traffic 
for the 1978-19 period, include8 lgyu~ tspes of paftlos8s whicb will  be carriel 
by the Space Shuttle; these include, aa pslncipsl categories: 
Earth Satellitee 
Planetary Orbiters 
Space Probes 
0 Praprlaioa Btrger 
2-1 
0 Mnnned Programs 
4 Space Station Segments 
@ Capsules for  Shuttle Sortie Missions 
0 Large Experiment Capsules 
0 Logistic Supply Capsules for. Support 
The nforementioiied Paylocd Zffects Study Was l i m i t d d  t o  developent of low- 
cost pnyload con . r t s  for  three unmanned earth satell:.tes* namely, an orbit-  
i ng  astronomical 
satel l i te  (6RS) 
i n  a t  least  a general sem3 t o  all unmanned pa;tloads, and possibly t o  cer+.ain 
of the manned-program payloads; specific attention is given t o  the earih- 
satell i te type. 
Jservatory (OAO) s a syneq orbiter (SEX)) ,  and a small reseasch 
Although the low-cost concepts included herein are applicable 
The low-cost payload6 designed during the -load Effects 8Wly had cn-orbit 
lifetime requiremints as follons: 
0 SRS 6 months 
6 OAO 1 yeax 
e m  2 years 
Huwwer, the low-cost design concepts implemented 19 their  design and preserA- 
ted herein ere equally applicable t o  payload8 having longer on-orbit lifetime 
requirements, Costs savings comparable t o  those attained in  the  designs of 
the low-cost SRS, OAO and SEO rrhould be realizable i n  the  desipp of long-life 
Rpacecraft, through the application of Law-cost design concepts. 
, 
The lifeArne of any spacecraft can be extended by refbrbishent,  
detailed coat analyses should be performed t o  detezmine !.he optimum naninal 
on-orbit lifettime requirement (reftwbishment cycle time) of a n& syacecraft. 
Such malysea ney establish that very long on-arbit lifetimes, requiring c0-5- 
ly equipment r d e q  and backup rnodee, mery nut be cos% afiective, 
Theimefore, 
d .  Trrrttsrrortation System Data 2 3 Interfaces 
This ctocumcnt includes brief surrnsries of Space Shuttle and Space 'rug perform- 
m c c ,  environmental, and interfate data as they relate  t o  the low-cost payload 
concepts. 
"Spacc Shutf1.c Design Handbook" 
For more specific data, the reader is referred t o  a NASA document, 
e. Emphasis on Lw-Cost Approaches 
This document is  not intended as a design handboob to iai-truct designers in 
the specifics of hardware design and aaalysis. Rather, it is devuted to data 
which w i l l :  
(1) pruvide orientation to the effects of payload desiga upan propa~a 
cc a t  
(2) identify those payload design areas i n  which cost savings can accrue 
as a result of the use of the Space Shuttle 
(3) describe the special design considerstion6 neceseerg in adapting a 
pagload for tre.nepartution aml impport by the mttle spstea. 
Section 3 
GI3NERAL IIELATIONSHIP OF E#yLoAD DESIGN TO PROCRAM COST 
3.1 TYPICAL PROCRAM COST BREAKDOWNS 
It is important t o  ident i fy  a l l  of the cost categories so that  none sre omitted 
when cost-effectiveness tradeoffs are performed in  deriving design-approach de- 
cisions. The principal categories are: (1) Research, Development, Test and 
Evaluation (RDTdeE); (2) Uni t  Recurrine;; and (3) Operations (also recurring- 
type costs). A breakdown of these into sub-element8 is s h m  on Fig. 3-1. 
3.2 EFFECT OF -nm ma AM) RWURRING cosrs 
3.2.1 Discounted $ Effects 
In making: cost tradeoffs t o  determine which of alt-rnative designs t o  select, 
situations occur which show that  lower costs m y  be obtained i n  either 
ar i n  recurring costs. If there is t h i s  Option, it is usually better t o  select 
the approach which accrues the higher dollar saving i n  mm. Most Aurding and 
expenditurer, are now based upan a discounting p rbc ip l e  wherein maney Rot, spent 
today allows spending of the same money l a t e r  plus the interest  that wcruld ac- 
crue on the money during the time intervsl. In  other mrrds, $1.00 not uqent 
today allaws spending of $1.10 one year frm nuw (using a 10 percent discount 
rate) . Similarly, $1.00 saved i n  ma i n  19n allows spendinb $1.25 i n  1973 
on recurring costs ( ? O  percent discaunt rate). Conversely, $1.00 saved 0 ~ 1  re= 
curring costs in 1973 m l d  have an absolute worth i n  1m (if used far Rl?rbg) 
of anly $0.83. In sumaar~t, if options exist, savings in  RMIU should be pur- 
sued more strangfy than savings in recurring caste because RIWI! apendbg 
usually precedes other expenditures by 2 t o  3 ye-s axxt dollar discounting 
will  play BII impartant part i n  deriving truo total srrvinge, 
, 
I 
I 
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3.2.:.' Unit. Rccurrir.Z Cost Influence on RUI!&J? Costs 
For typical development and qualification t e s t  programs, even at the  reduced- 
level p1,ulned for la -cost payloads, up t o  1.5 equivalent payloads (varies de- 
pcndhy: on com::lex*ty of payload) are used as t e s t  hardware. 
crue t o  the RM'M t o t a l  for testing. 
can he accam~~j.sh&. kgr reduction of payload uni t  recurring cost ;  a saving in 
both unit  ccst rtd Rm&E w ? l 1  result  . 
3.2.1) provide3 sdditianal benefits to the portion of cost allocatable t o  
ma. 
These costs ac- 
This fact  indicates that  multiple savings 
The aforementioned discuunting (par. 
3.3 IMPACT Ut? - PAYLOAD DESIGN U?oH PROGRAM COSTS 
Pay10,d desi@ a t  a l l  levels; system, subsystem, component, or part; si-ifi- 
cmtly affects a l l  categories of program costs. 
sidcr t h e  cost impact of a l l  design decisions i f  praeprem coat8 are to be min-  
imizcd. 
of t h e i r  decisions; an awareness that will arise cmly thrar@ study of the 
desipn-cost relationships . 
-load designers must con- 
This requires an awareness among designera of the cost canaequ~cea 
3.3 .l Potential Cost-Reduction Areas 
There are a large number of potential cost-reduction areas which come into being 
nn a result  of using the Space Shuttle. These have been reduced to  a reasonably 
brief list as shown on Fig, 3-2, 
which cost categories each cost reduction approach is applicable. This basic 
fonn, or a similar one, can be used as an i n i t i a l  checklist t o  determine i f  
a l l  cost-reduction possibil i t ies are being pursued in the design of a pertic- 
ular payload. 
The "x" entered in each block indicates to  
A eimilar matrix c h h  may be used luring preliminarg design evaluation and 
tradeoff as s h m  i n  Fp"i(;. 3-3. On t h i s  cbart, the proposed hardware approach 
i s  listed in the left-hand eolunmr; deaiegrations of "high", "moderate", OF 
"low" cost iarpact a m  entered ih each cost catsgarg. One chdi -* be made for 
each subsyetem of the wload. 
3-3 
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3.3.2 R:tcic Pcayload Effects 
Thc basic Pnyload Effects cost drivers are l is ted on Fig. 3-4. 
p r o ~ , m  costs w i l l  be discussed i n  detai l  i n  l a t e r  sections. They are l is ted 
herc only t o  provide backe;l.m.nd on the general relationship of payload design 
approaches t o  costs. 
Their impact on 
3.3 .3  - Payload Designs vs Engineering Costs 
Engineering costs a m  directly related t o  the complexity of" the designs t o  be 
created. 
simplification, beginning in the concept design phase and continuing through 
the detai l  design phase. 
overspecification of fhc t iona l  requirements and of limitations on the size, 
w e i g h t ,  and power cansumption of equipment. When the Space Shuttle replaces 
expendable launch vehicles for the transportatton of space peyloads, the fac- 
tors which have led t o  averspecification w i l l l o s 6  much of the i r  significance, 
specifications can be less restrictive, and psutload designers will have the 
freedom t o  create simpler, less costly designa. 
To reduce engineering costs, payload designers must strive for  design 
Much of the complexity of spacecraft has been due t c  
Simple, Low-cost design pays off in reUucticm of engineering costs; exmplea 
are: 
3 Engineering Remired 
Fewer parts 
Ruggedized, higbsafety factor 
structure 
Decreased-density equipment 
packaging and assembly 
Relaxed dimensional tolerances Fewer in5esface correlations 
Use of pre-qualified hardmre 
Lesser quantity of' drawings and 
specifications 
Reduced level end degree of analysis 
Simpler detail drawings and design analyses 
Fewer and simpler specifications 
The desi- engineering cost repreaenta between 25 percent bl?d 36 percent of 
total RDfdd&; it l e  therefore very iarpol.tant that a simple co&-effective -load 
LOCKHEED MtSSlUb SCACC COMPANY 
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de:;l.f:n bc coupled with equally simple and direct engineering drawing procedures, 
engineering analytical y?thods, and engineering management . T h i s  w i l l  assure 
that otherwise attainable savings w i l l  not be dissipated i n  unnecessary docu- 
mentation or i n  over-specif icati  cn. 
3.3.1r Rayload Desim vs Development, Qp alification, and Acceptance Testing Costs 
I n  t h ?  design of pqloads for launch by the Space Shuttle there are a number of 
dcpnrturcs from past, practice that w i l l  lead t o  the reduction of testing costs. 
3.3.4.1 Uac! of Shuttle Permits Lesa T c n t i n q .  !he firm knowledge that no pay- 
load w i l l  be committed t o  i ts  mission orbit  without a successf’ul system check- 
out i n  the cargo bay of the orbiting Shuttle, - the knowledge that a m a l -  
functioning payload can be recovered for repair in orbit or for return t o  earth 
w i l l  minimize the fear of the consequences of failure that has historically led 
t o  the incorporation of redundant equipment and backup systems not clearly re- 
quire9 for mission rjuccess. 
3.3.4.2 Proper Application of Redundancy. The elimination of f’uncticmal re- 
dundancy obtained from different sets of components i n  favor of‘ redundant iden- 
t i c a l  components ~511 eliminate the desigr, engineering and the development and 
qualification costs associated with one set  of components. 
ination of backup systems w i l l  f’wther reduce costs. 
Similar ly  the elim- 
3.3.4.3 Increased Safety Factors. The pagrload weight and volume capability 
of the Shuttle w i l l  permit the dasign of vwy conservative payloed structure 
with factors of safety high enoug). tc 
load testing. 
tim:aatc requirements for structural 
3.3.4.4 Modularization of Ecnrinment. An additional benefit t o  payload desiepl 
deriving from the &t le  pe;yload capability will be tmte modiilsrity of equip- 
ment packaging, which has been inhib$ted by the weight emd wlume constraint6 
of expendable launch vehiclae. Well-deeigpod equipment ~ncxluleb of a =load 
system be rewved f’rcna the system anb replaced by an equivalent raodule 
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without, perturbation of the system function or calibration. 
abil  i t y  o f  modules w i l l  simplify, and reduce the costs of, system level t e s t -  
ine:. 
Such interchange- 
3.3.1+.5 Use of Previously-Qualified Hardware, Payload program testing costs, 
as w e l l  ns design and development costs, w i l l  be reduced by incorporation of 
prcviously qualified components. 
3.3.1c.6 Costs of Test ing,  Development and qualification t e s t  hardware repre- 
sents between 30 percent and 45 percent of RM18& costs, 
tes ts  required have been determined and the quantities for each test prescribed, 
the hardware becomes essentially a fixed cost (based upon duplicates of the 
f l i eh t  hardware desi&) The development and qualification t e s t h g  represents 
between LO percent and 15 percent of RIIII&E costs. 
Once the types of 
Considering these s ta t i s t ics ,  it i s  very important t o  minimize t e s t  hardware by: 
(1) 
(2) 
Specify the absolu'ce minimum t e s t  hardwaze t o  verifiy the performance 
Utilize the same hardware for more than one test if at a l l  pos8%ble 
O f  course, 
ing  which is either redundant with some other test or does not ,&I t o  the ab- 
solute verification of hardware capati i i ty,  
the optimum law-cost approach involves elimination of certain test- 
, 
3.3.5 Payloa Desim vs Tooling and Manufacturing Costs 
3.3.5.1 Tooling Relationship t o  Design. The costs of tooling for  space ptr3r- 
loads are directly related t o  the tolerances specified for t+.s assembly and 
alignment of structures and for the installatian of equipment, The larger, 
heavier structures of Shuttle-launched peyloads shauld not require as much 
tooling as the lighter, more flexible structures of hietarice1 peyXoads. 
Also, tooling costs can be reduced if, in the design of 8 rn load  structure, 
a single &rucfurally-etabls plane can be establlshsd on which all e q u i p n t  
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moctulc..; rcquirinc alignment can be mounted. 
ib l c  i n  dccigns fo r  both a law-cost OAO-type payload and for a low-cost SEO- 
This concept was found t o  be feas- 
typc pylond 
3*3.'j .? Mnnufacturina Approaches Affected by Design. Manufacturing costs can 
be reduced i f  payload designers avoid sandwich materials, chemical milling, 
machine contouring, and other techniques for  weight control comnonly used i n  
the cIcsi.cn of paylodr for expendable boosters but unnecessary i n  the design 
of payloads for  the Shuttle. 
Low-density packaging of equipment into modules and of modules into payload 
wtructures w i l l  help t o  reduce manufacturing costs by providing free access t o  
all cumponents. 
The manufacturing cc;,ts of electronic equipment car, be reduced by lw-density 
packaging because of impraved access for the  placement of parts and for in- 
spection, which i n  t u r n  results i n  the reduction of scrap and rework. 
3.3.5.3 General Desim Guidelines. 
t h e  engineer's viewpoint, but can also be d i f f i w l t  or expensive t o  produce. 
&are must be exercised by the designer t o  follow-through andprovide the pro- 
curement, tt-aling, manufacturing, and pmduct as8urmce organizations with th, 
utmost f lexibi l i ty  i n  obtaining minimum costs. The following payload deeign 
approaches are typical of those directly ?e lak3  t o  lower costs adl should be 
used wherever possible: 
I! design may be relatively simple from 
S p e v f y  eimple, easy-to-fabricate structure; use aluminum in lieu of 
titanium, beryllium 
0 ELhin8fe epeci&l me,chiniw or metal removal procemen such M cham- 
milling 
Provide liberal tolerances 011 all plU%8 
3-10 . 
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3.3 .6  
Specify use of readily-procured materials i n  comnercially available forms, 
cntiflcs (extrusions, sheet metal) . 
Prcvide m a x i m u m  possible vclume i n  part/compnent packlging t o  alluw 
cnsy assembly, access for inspection. 
Specify rcadilj. -wailable processing methods (plating, coatings, thermal 
treatment). 
Locate alignment-critical equipment, i n  single area of payload t o  allow 
simplified fixturing. 
- Povload Desim vs Ground Handling anfl Checkout 
There are a number of oftev overlooked things the payload designer can do t o  
ninimize the costs of GSE and the recurring operations aflsociated with handling, 
transportation, checkout, storage and logistics impport. If such considezations 
me incorporated a t  the outset of t h e  program they do not add t o  the design bur- 
den, eliminate the necessity t o  modi@ designs later t o  incorporate suppart pro- 
vtsions, reduce thc amount of new GSE that  m& be designed, and minimize the 
amaunt of STE and tooling needed t o  produce the payload. Some of the factors 
l isted beluw are system criteria, some re late  to structural and mchanical ds- 
sign, and others impact electrical and/or sof%wart design; they we a l l  Impor- 
t an t  i n  minimizing total pqrlosd CO&. 
3.3.6.1 Rugged Structure Effect. The des!gn requirements for structures, sub- 
assemblies, components, and piece parts for  l a w  cost payloads shuuld include 
the wound handling and transportation l o d s ;  this  is  contrary t o  dme past 
practices where we ia t  limitations dictated that gruund conditions ehs tid not 
place limitations upon the design. 
c i a l  handling, (b) special testing, (c) special ground sup~t .equipnent ,  and 
(d) all the  associated procedures, validations and documentation I s  higher 
development dJd operating costs. These costs can be minimized unbr the "low- 
cost" psyloed g r d  rulee, 
of design, d a c t u r e ,  t e a t ,  mlntenence, operetlcm @ docurasntrticm of the 
Huwever, the cumulative effect of (a) spe- 
Simple design trade studlee that coneider the cost 
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CSE will usually provide a quick indication of whether t o  "beef up" or other- 
wise incrcxtsc t h e  capability of the payload or t o  require additional complex- 
i t y  of pourid operation: and GSE. 
For cample, m a x i m u m  Shuttle-imposed loads are 3.3~3, whereas typical in-plant 
dol1ic.s probably do not impose loads of m o r e  than Qg vertically and i l g  i n  
the horizontal  plane. However, if shipnent o f  the payload or caupner?.t.s by 
truck or bj air is necessary, loads of &g m a y  be encountered, Rail shipment. 
is characterized by shock loads that may range from fbg t o  f3Og lengthwise of 
t !e r a i l  car, and hence ra i l  transportation shauld be avoided. 
component such as a solar array panel should be desimed t o  be self-supporting 
for simplicity i n  assembly, inspection, and testing, and to withstand &g 
ground tr<msportr+ion loads. 
necessary t o  prot.ect the components from contaminants sni! t o  Support them at  
the des-ipxxl la id  bearing points, but cauplex shock mitigatian systems and 
recording equipment, and special handling are not required. 
ment should be given t o  other payload elements such as antemas, nrah  Struc- 
ture, modules and large experiment structure OF packages. 
that  choice of materials, finishes 8td assembly techniques are as impOrtaIlt 
i n  the ground environment RS the structural load factors, BILd the  term 
amlies t o  the  total emriroarmcnt. 
Therefore, a 
Shipping and storage containers will sti l l  be 
8bilar treat- 
It should be noted 
I 
3.3.6.2 Hard Points and L i f t  Revisions, Suitable mounting provisions and 
load paths are designed into payloads t o  mate with booster adapters ar speci- 
f ied primary interfaces, but often the need t o  hoist, tilt, rotate and trans- 
late i n  order t o  fabricate, assemble, t e s t ,  ship, stare and mate i s  neglected, 
I n  the past this has resulted i n  the design of eqensive handling fixtures, 
canplex shipping containers and triclpt mating maneuvers; the remoy8'L of severe 
payload weight and volume constraints allows the incorporation of l i f t i ng  pads 
or hard points, l i f t i n g  eyes or holes, handholds, and tiedm brackets, holes, 
recesses or cleats, 
craft and independentLw for each interchangeable module a d  replacedle cwpon- 
ent as appropriate t o  i t a  si8e and mi-. 
Such p r ~ ~ i o n s  should be provided for the assembled space- 
Csblee, slings, spresder bars, 
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blocks, c t c . ,  are standard items and their  usage m a y  be shared; special cradles, 
f ix?urcs ,  grips, etc., t h a t  are payload-peculiar w i l l  be charged t o  the program. 
Sornri special cquipment m a y  be necessary, such as cantilevered booms t o  assist  
i n  moclule installation or removal after a payload i s  installed i n  the  carEo bay; 
pcrlinpn t h i s  can be the  same equipment, used for on-orbit maintenance. 
3.3.0.3 Alimment References. It is  often desirable t o  be able t o  determine 
the  principal axes of pa,yLoads for checkout as w e l l  as installation into Shuttle. 
External optical reference marks or targets allow t h i s  t o  be done quickly w i t h  
camon optical instruments,  and reverified as often as necessary. 
reference i s  transferred from a plug-in module a target on the module may also 
be desirable. 
the targets should be located so they are visible through the cargo bay doors 
and/or access pc rts. Each payload module should be self-aligning t o  the pay- 
l o d  main structure t o  a specified accuracy,and for any position or att i tude 
of the  payload. 
Where the 
I f  the payload is  specifically destined for use w i t h  the Shuttle, 
3.3.6.4 Thermal Environment Effect. The thermal design is  usually optimized 
for the space environment, but the ground checkout and pre-Launch environment 
must not be neglected. 
t o  a general area of the payload, but it requires equipment snd personnel that 
must be maintained and trained, slows up operations and is usually attoidable 
i f  consideration has been given t o  thermal paths and radiative surfaces. While 
GSE can supply dry, condittoned air  or a nitrogen purge 
paweraon cr load cycles can be limited under ground conditions such limitations 
slaw up testing, increase integration complexity and are, i n  general, undesir- 
able and w i t h i i  the designer's prerogative t o  control. 
3.3.6.5 Protection of the Payload. A l l  appendages, alignment devices, comec- 
tors, fasteners, sensws, etc., should be protected against handling damage, 
preferably by placement on or within primary structure, or, alternatively, by 
simple fenders or guards. 
connectors and eurf'ace8 sensitive t o  dust, moisture, and other cont&&sj 
these shuuld be deeigned for ready scceeeibilify for remoml during b e t  b~ 
butect ive caps or CQlter6 should be used for 43PtiC8,  
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launch operations. 
such prot.cction should be selected. 
Wherever possible systems and materials that do no t  require 
3 . 3 . 0 . t ~  Checkout of Payload. "his i s  one of the most important considerations 
i n  low-cost design because the function extends from the piece-part level of 
procurement through the entire l i f e  cycle of the payload(s) Specific 
of low-cost payload design requirements we: (1) eliminating or reducii -st- 
ing  by designing for large factors of safety, ample performance margins, t r - 4  
tolerances i n  operating parameters; (2) self-checking or built- in tes t  provis- 
ions for each "black box"; (3) sep8sate functional verification of redundsnt 
elements; (4) interchangeability of replaceable modules/"black boxes" without 
recalibration; and (5) independent safety-monitoring instrumentation (when the 
payload is t o  be flcnvn i n  a manned Shuttle). 
figured t o  take advantage of automatic, computer-controlled t e s t  equipment t o  
provide consistency of t e s t  methods/equipment and data i n  the fact-, at the 
launch bsse,  on orbit, snd for Checkout of logistics spares. Compatibility 
with a standard payload test set  (ITS), if the PTS concept has been adopted 
and implemented, w i l l  satisfy several of the above-listed requirements and pro- 
vide a standard power, comaand and data interface with the Shuttle. 
The payload system should be con- 
3.3.7 Payload Desim vs Launch and F'liRht Oper ations 
Recurring operations, particularly on programs having long operational l ife,  
account for an appreciable fraction of the total program cost; th is  is p i n -  
cipally evident i n  the manning level required. 
less support, simpler procedures and fewer activities or aperations w i l l  cost 
less.  
ment; (2) standard RF links and data formats; (3) shered control f s c i l i t i e e ;  
(4) 
ing  government data proce8sing capabilities. 
. 
Systems designed to require 
Mandatory ground rules should include use.of: (1) co!mm support eqyip- 
sTADN4 and fQASCOM services, including TDRS when available; and ( 5 )  exist- 
3.3.7.1 Effect of Safety ?'actare . A l l  t .wmure vessels, tanks, motechnics., 
radiation eourcee, or tox ic  materials used ia lw-cost pe~~loabe mst be eelf- 
safing, hherently safe because of the safe& factage used the design, or 
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3.3.7.2 T e s t  Connectors. 
loop t z s t s  without having t o  obtain range clearance t o  radiate. 
mentation sensor outputs should be routed directly t o  tes t  connector so checks 
can be made without having t o  activate payload power, signal conditioning and 
data subsystems. 
ization. 
Means should be provided for conducting RF closed- 
Safety instru- 
Hardline controls should be provided for safing and i n i t i a l -  
A l l  t e s t  connectors should be designed fail-safe for disconnect. 
3.3.7.3 Software. The payload system software should be compatible with pay- 
load test set  interfaces and should be designed for ease of validation as well 
as for ease of programming changes during t e s t  and operations. 
computer programmers in routine operations modes shauld be avoided. Extensive 
use of independent subroutines for  specific operations is  desired, with inter- 
nal program controls t o  prevent inadvertent memory dumps or ini t ia t ion of haz- 
ardous sequences. 
lished concurrently with hardware design requirement formulation. On-board 
memory capacity should be at least  twice the estimated basic requirement so 
that  straightforward progranming techniques can be used and real-time changes 
can be made without having t o  employ sophisticated memory conservation devices, 
(These comnents apply e m l y  t o  the payload and t o  automatic payload test 
equipment .) 
The need fur 
It is  important that the software system desi@ be estab- 
I 
3.3.7.4 Autonarqy of the Payload. Maximum autonomy of payload operation is  the 
single most effective design feature for reducing launch and f l i&t  operations- 
cost, both direct  charges t o  the program and services supplied by other govern- 
ment-a\rpparted activities, An mrtonawus peyloed should be able t o  maintain - 
its health (Le.) power, attitude, temperature, configuration d sensor pro- 
tection) far long periods Without ground intervention, incl&ling substitution 
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of h c k i i p  cquipment or f'unctions t o  correct fsilure modes. 
check cnpnbility, a large stored command repertoire, and s passive ' stcrage" 
m d c .  As a result ,  the ground tracking and data acquisition system and the 
p o u n d  control center need not provide continurns coverage for the pqyload, 
need h,widle fewer health parameters, generate fewer and simpler cmands,  and 
haw more freedom for The mission 
p l m c r s  have more f lex ib i l i ty  i n  plannine' payl-oad operations and i n  modifSting 
operations as Q result  of experiment data or changed requirements. Sustaining 
engineering support of pqrloads can also be shared because subsystem special- 
ists and computer programer support are generally not needed for  updates and 
modifications t o  the payload on-board computer program. 
This implies a self-  
f f  conflict scheduling" of network resources. 
3.3.7.5 _Impact of TDRS. 
and Data Acquisition provide for the implementation of a network of Tracking 
and Data Relay Satell i tes,  and the phasing out, as the TDRS become operational, 
of some of the remote tracking stations that are presently park  of SDWM or 
MSFN. 
the operational period of some of the satellites w i l l  span the transition. 
Changes i n  frequency, format and antenna pointing be required, either by 
ground-comranded configuration change or by a Shuttle revisit and module re- 
placement. 
ly be f'unded by the payload, but the operational eavings accrue t o  the TmA. 
Hence, dual capability does not pxndde paorload cost eavings, thOUgb total  cost 
The long-range plans of the NASA Office of Tracking 
Considerable overlap of' service i s  required during th i s  period because 
Cost of including th i s  versat i l i ty  in a pe~rload desi@ must usual- 
t o  the government aray be decreased. 
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Section 4 
PAYLOAD REPAIR/REFURBISH?VENT EFFECT ON DESIGN AND COSTS 
To provide for the maximum reduction i n  propam cost of Shuttle-launched low-  
cost pyloads,  it is necessary t o  employ repair and ref’urbishment and reuse 
tcchriiqucs for not only the payload but for equipment modules and components 
which comprise the payload. 
f’urbishment, i n  orbit and on the ground, has a direct  bearing on the program 
costs. This section i s  devoted t o  describing the concepts of repair and re- 
furbishment, the relationships wi th  design approaches, and the magnitude of 
dollar savings which can be obtained on typical payload programs. 
the section, OAO and SEO peyloed program reference data are used. 
Design of the payload t o  fac i l i t a te  repair/re- 
Throughout 
4.1 BASIC APPROACH TO PAYLOAD ~ A l R / ~ I ~  AIVD COST EFFEC!CS 
The concept developed for repair snd ref’urblshment includes these basic 
element s : 
Repair of initial-launch payload on-orbit following pre-deplayment 
checkout 
Periodic refhrbishment of the payload by replacement of equipment 
modules 
Orbit repair of randam failures which occur between refurbishment8 
Refurbishment (and reuse) of eqyipment modules by replacement of 
components therein 
Figure 11-1 l i s t s  the basic steps involved i n  th i s  overall concept. 
this  discussion, the meaning of the two primary terms are: 
Throughout 
"Rcqmir" - t he  replacement of a failed module w i t h  a new or ref'urbished 
module thereby re tu rn ing  the payload t o  operational status (but 
not changing the overall l i f e  expectancy of the payload). 
"Refurbishment" - the replacement of all. hardware elements which have-de- 
graded over the operating time, thereby restoring the payload 
(or module or conponent) t o  i t s  i n i t i & l  operating l i f e  expec- 
tancy. 
4.1.1 Repair of Payloads on Orbit  -
Repair of payloads on orbit  f a l l s  into two categories: 
the rigorous launch/ascent, and (2) repair of random failures which may occur 
between the periodic refbrbishment points. 
(I) repair following 
4.1.1 .l Checkout and Repair af ter  Launch/Ascent . 
failure modes has revealed that a significant percentage of to t a l  failures oc- 
curs i n  the launch/ascent phase of payload t o t a l  l i f e  or shortly thereafter. 
Although fur ther  detailed analysis of t h i s  condition is  required, it appears 
desirable t o  isolate and eliminate these failures where possible, 
therefore, required that replacement (spare) modules be carried t o  orbit with 
the payload. 
load check& set )  w i l l  reveal any failure or degraded performance of a module; 
the module can then be replaced prior t o  payload deployment to orbit ,  
Investigation of payload 
It ie,  
Checkout of the payload on orbit  (using the Shuttle-carried pay- 
There w e  several different modules i n  each payload with multiple quantities 
of come of these. It i s  planned (a t  least for the early launches, un t i l  statis - 
t i ca l  failure date can be accumulated) that me of each of the different mod- 
ules (except the aolar array unit)  be carrled t o  orbit  with each payload launch. 
A typical listing of modules designed for the low-cost OAO are shown on Fig, 
4.2. Equivalent data for the SEO modules i a  gltren on Fig, 4-3. 
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4.1.1.;' Hcpnir  of Random Failures. 
tr:in:;poYtntion t o  perform a repair revis i t ,  it is not desirable t o  perform re -  
pa i r  cm1,y" on a low ear th  orbit payload whcn a random catastrophic failure oc- 
cur:; within t h e  l n s t  three months of a 1-year operating period. Rather, a re*. 
furb.?::hmcnt should be performed. If a failure occurs prior t o  the nominal?y- 
schrchld 1-year point, the ref'urbishmcnt w i l l  be rescheduled. Similarly, if 
satisfactory operation of the pciyload continues bqond the 1-year point, the 
refiirbishment can be delayed. 
(or wcaruut) has been assumed t o  average a 1 year time period for  an OAO-type 
prqd.ortd. . 
Because of the comparatlvely hip'J1 cost cf 
11 
The statistical. probability of failure occurxpzze 
On n Sywq orbi t  payloa  (SEO) , it is not proposed t o  perform "repair only,* 
when :I rnnciom catastrophic failure occurs. 
be pc.ri'omc?d and the  failed SIC0 w i l l  be returned t o  e&.h for refurbishment. 
The s t n t i c t i c c t l  probability of occurrence of randam failures on SEO-type pay- 
local has been assumed t o  average a 2-year time period. 
Rather, a payload replacement w i l l  
4.1.1.3 Spares for On-Orbit Repair. 
pair of typical payloads has 3een estimated. It has been assumed that  a group 
of 4 SEO launches w i l l  r2quire replacement of two modules or an average of one 
module for each 2 SEOs. The average coat is  assumed t o  be msintairred i n  a ran- 
domly distributed fashion mer the program periods (detail  analysis w i l l  be able 
t o  ascertain module failures and their  occurrence probability). 
The cost of spareo replacements for re- 
Similarly, the average cost of a repair module for the OAO-type pqrload has 
been determined. This cost is  also assumed t o  be applied raadanly over a 6- 
year program w i t h  one module requiring replacement each year. Costs t o  cover 
these repairs should be inclded i n  the estimate for all progrsm spares. 
4.1.2 Refurbishment of Payloads 
4.1.2.1 OAO-Type PwlOea Reftwbiehnetnt in Orbit. It i e  planned t o  periodically 
(at the end of each l-year operating period, or M oaried by actual failure ex- 
perience) launch 8 w t l e  with a e& of replacement modules. %!he payloed would 
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bc r d , r i c v c d  by t h e  S h u t t l e  i n  low earth orbit  and all modules replaced while 
the pnylnnd was tethered t o  the  Shuttle on the extended deployment/retrieval 
CP:W or wit. i in the Shuttle cargo bay. The new modules wculd be installed i n  
t h c  pqyload: 
I V A ;  ( 2 )  by telefactor robots remotely controlled from the Shut’-.?.e crew com- 
parLmc.rlt; (3) by automat?d devices; or (4)  by cunbinations of thece. 
(1) by Shuttle crew members working i n  LVA or non-pressurizcd 
Thc Shuttlc w i l l  return t h e  fa i led  or spent rnodx1e.s t o  ear th  for refurbishment, 
4.1.2.2 SRO-!Cype Payload Refkrbishment. It i s  planned t o  periodically \a t  the 
end of each 2-year operating period, or as vttried by actual failure experience) 
launch a replacement payload with a Shuttle/Tug. 
would be returned t o  earth for  refurbishmeat, 
furbishment on orbit but because the Tug must be returned t o  earth for  pmpel- 
lant r e f i l l  i n  the m o d e  assumed, the payload is  also returned t o  earth ior the 
refurbishment. For th i s  operation, a ready-to-launch replacement paylobd mu& 
be available on the ground at  a l l  times, 
The failed or Fpsnt payload 
The payload w i l l  accommodate re- 
The first,  second, and th i rd  of a set  of 4 pwloads must be refbbished an6 
rea* for relaunch within 60 days ( t o  match the average launch cycle time of 
60 days between 1-aunches). 
ment of the equipment modules and re-checkout of each payload, 
longer time span required for  module-level reflrrhiebme!nt, two sets of mxhlee 
should be held in standby; t h i s  allows approxhte ly  4 manthe for turn=& 
time for ref’urbishent of a set of modules. 
Refwlbishment of the ;~syload w i l l  comprise replace- 
Because of the 
. 
4.1.3 Refurbishment of Components 
IC .1.3 ‘1 ComGonent Rearb isbent  Concept , 
planned is  the component (two or more components are inRtalled in each equfp- 
ment module. It is planned that component ref’urbi~hment w i l l  be accanplished 
i n  field repair/reihrbiehment depots which are mamed by technicians skilled 
i n  the various sepnstvtc subeysfems of several p~yloede; for ~“EBmple, elec*ri- 
cal compononta, ate;bilieation and control ccmpnents, etc, E’rurte for th ie  com- 
ponent refUrbLshment pm8umrrbly wld have been ardered at the t ime of paylodl 
The lawJst  level of refurbishment 
4-7 
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i n i l  In1 procwcmcnt (fol.luwing a thorough logistic analysis and sparer, provis- 
i o n i n , - )  a n d  would be stocked i n  the depot i n  bonded stores. 
qunntitics of t e s t  sets  would be supplied t o  the depot t o  allow complete tes t /  
checkout of the component after rehrbishnent . 
Also,  required 
Thr nct.ur\.l- refbrbishmcnt of the ccmrponent should be limited t o  rcplacemcnt of 
thozc pwts and sub-assemblies which can be readily removed and installed; con- 
vt'rs~~ly,  reuse without replrcement is  planned for as many pieces of hardware as 
posslblc. Contractor-supplied repalr and overhaul instruction manuals w a d  be 
procurd and used by depot personnel as guides for the reftmbishment work. 
fac i l i t a te  the refurbishment activity, the design of the component hardware 
s h l d  be carefully done t o  be caupatible with the basic depot disassembly- 
assembly procedures . 
To 
4.1.3.2 Refurbishment of Las-Cost OAO Cmponents. 
of the refurbishability of the various components i n  low-cost madules. 
4-4 lists for two subsystem of an OAO-type payload: 
the assumed replaceable hardware elements; an (3) the estimated cost of re- 
placement parts, disassembly/assembly labor, and test labor. I n  some in- 
r+mces, the component is  not  refWbishable; an example is the battery i n  the 
electrical  power subsystem. In other casess 8 new carpanent is relatively :.a- 
expensive when compared t o  the replacement parte d labor needed t o  rsAul.bieh 
it; i n  these cases refurbishment is not planned -0 examples are the caap\ter, 
solar wpect sensm, transducers . 
An analysis has been made 
F i m  
(1) the components; (2) 
4.1.4 Reftmbishment of Modules 
4.1.4.1 Basic Approach. 
i n  Fig. 4-5. 
and reassembly. 
The basic approach to module ref'brbishment is l i s ted  
The modules should be designed for t h i s  type of easy disassenibly 
4.1.4.2 Module RefWbishment. The costs of r e h r b i s h n t  for a typical low- 
cost SEO-type =load mOdule cue tabulated in Fig. 4-6. The "raplsceaaent parts" 
cost inclules b d h  the t:ost cf parts re-ed to refurbish the CQpcmenta a d  
/- 
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the co\::C of ncw replacement components (non-refurbishable) . 
of ::upport engineering has been included for the f ie ld  depot work ( 5  percent 
of t?ic cnr:incering used by the contractor i n  the  i n i t i a l  fabrication, assembly, 
md t c l s t  of t h e  delivered OAO hardware) Disassemb:y/assembly labor and QA/ 
t es t  lnbor costs are shown separately for  the c:#nponent and module-level work. 
The cost of a refurbished module ranges between 22 percent and 66 percent of 
t h e  cost of a new OAO or SEO-type module. . 
A nominal runaunt 
Cost Savings with Ref’urbishment 
Total savings resulting from refurbishment on typical unmanned payload programs 
are quite significant. I n  the following paragraphs, the module replacement cy- 
cle is  explained and the program dollar savings are provided for  typical OAO m d  
SEO payloads. 
bishment and reuse principle is employed. 
Similar savings can accrue on other programs wherein the rem- 
4.1.6 Module Replacement Schedule and Costs 
The module replacement schedule and replacement costs are tabulated on Fig. 4-7 
fur a 10-year program on a typical =-type payload. The SEX) modules are re- 
placed at 2-year intervals. !he rePurbished SEO costs $3.54 million (or $4.07 
million at the end of the 4th and 8th years) LLB campsred with a new SEXl coat 
of $9.63 million. 
4.1.7 Overall Program Costs w i t h  Refkrbishment 
Estimates for canplete programs, including launch end operations costs, have 
been made, ut i l iz ing the basic cost data derived i n  the battam-up cost 
estimates on the low-cost payloads. To illustrate the dramatic impact of pay- 
load refurbishment (and design t o  accamnodate) on payload program costs, data 
for a 10-year SEO program, with cumulative figures for 4, 6, 8, and 10 years; 
are tubulated i n  Fig. 4 4  The ecrttbgs of $360.87 mi11ian fur the lo-year 
program represent a eaving of abouf 50 percent for the Shuttle-supparted re- 
furbished m beach. 
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11 ,? P F : : X N  ANN,YSIS REQUIRED FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF REPAIR/REFURBISHNT CONCER 
Irij f i : i 7  studies have been performed t o  assure the technical feasibi l i ty  of i m -  
plcmmt i n i :  pqylond refurbishment and on-orbit repair . 
nrcw invcstiented i s  shown on Fie.  4-9. 
dcsif:n st.udy and execution i n  actual payload hardware designs. 
pnsnpaphs br ief ly  describe the background data for the items l isted.  
A l i s t i n g  of the basic 
These same areas w i l l  require de ta i l  
The following 
4.2.1 Deactivation and Attitude Stabilization of Payload 
I n  retrieval of pGyloads by the manned Space Shuttle or by an unmanned Space 
!Pug, the orbi t ing payload must first be made stable SO that docking w i t h  Tug, 
manipulator, or Shuttle can be acccmplished. Secondly, any potentially hazard- 
ous functions must be deactivated so that  the safety of the space crew handling 
the payload is assured. 
4.2.2 EVA vs Remote Manipulators 
I n  the actual replacement of equipment modules on payloads i n  orbit, the mod- 
ules can be manipulated by automated devices or moved by space crew i n  EVA. 
The act ivi t ies  involved are: 
the payload; (2) remove failed module from pa~rlopd; (3) in se r t  replacement 
module; and (4) return failed M u i e  t o  stowage position. 
(1) muve module r'rom stowage i n  the Shuttle t o  
Figure 4-10 i l lustrates  four basic modes of module replacement. 
handling device is  not i l lustrated; however, i ts  feasibi l i ty  has been studied 
i n  detail by N A S A / W C .  Also, a rather detailed study has been done on eval- 
uation of telefactor robots under the cognizance of NASA/MSFC. The "pressur- 
ized I V A "  M e  shown requires a rtsther comparatively large investment i n  a 
pressurizable repair "hangar" i n  which crew members can work i n  shirtsleeve 
conditions, The early Space Shuttle activity will probably emplay EVA and ro- 
bot manipulators (free flying or fixed-mounted to  W c t l e ) .  In either case, . 
the pafrload design met provide maximum capebility for rapid b@ipment module 
The automated 
D 4-15 
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rcplnccmc.nt. 
d e t a i l  i n  Section 8, 
Modular design t o  accommodate t h i s  requirement i s  discussed i n  
4.2.3 Sp:icc Tug Opcrntions with the  Shutklc 
The currcnt NASA plans include use of a Space Tug t o  transport special payloads 
t o  and from syneq orb i t  and t o  boost planetary payloads t o  in j ec t ion  velocities. 
The Tug w i l l  be carried i n  the Shuttle cargo bw, 
load w i l l  be pre-mounted t o  the Tug. 
the Tug and peyload w i l l  be deployed from the Shuttle and the Tug remotely 
ignited . 
I n  most instances, the pay- 
Upon attaining low earth orbit position, 
The payloads w i l l  require adapter attachments t o  the Tug, and i n  the case of a 
recoverable payload, w i l l  also require a docking ring and special docking- 
st8,bilization features i n  the control subsystem. 
4.2.4 Recalibration of Payload After Module Replacement 
The payload module design must be carefil ly executed t o  allow replacement of 
equipment modules with minimum influence on the averall payload alignment and 
calibration, No readjustment nor reCt!hlibrt&tiC¶n should be necessarg following 
an in-orbit repair activity,  
4.2.5 Ground Base Response Time 
The elapsed time ( d m  time) betveen failwe of an orbiting payload and the 
point at which a replacement can be put into orbit  or an in-orbit repair or 
reflxrbishment erscuted i s  sometimes classified as cr i t ical .  There w i l l  be an 
average response time and a cr i t ical  response time iz the Shuttle transporta- 
tion system. U8.e of any mode other than average w i l l  probably dictate a ded- 
icated and high-cost revisit of the Shuttle, Very CaSerUl consideration should 
be given i n  the pwload system planning, therefore, t o  a l low for the nuudmum 
d m  time and thereby rduce the costs of reeponaa t o  a randan =load failure. 
Aft:tr :uiv repair or refurbishment of t h e  payload 01-1 o r b i t ,  a re-checkout must 
bc p(~i-t‘ormc4 t o  assure f l i gh t ,  readiness. The pnyload dcsim should be estab- 
li : : l i(d t o  require a minimum number of mandatory verifications t o  be accomplished 
so that  chmkout caw1 be accomplished i n  a reasonable elapsed time using a 
Shutklc-cnrried pwloRd checkout set (disc?ussed elsewhere i n  th i s  document.) . 
4.2.7 Pn;yload ‘ulcarmt/Reliability vs Ref’urbishment Cycle 
Rcfbrbishment cycles of one year ( for  an OAO-type payload) and t w c  - w s  (for 
nn GEO-type) have been established f o r  preliminary program costinb rposes. 
As pny1o:d designs are init iated for future rnloads,  the haadware re l iab i l i ty  
chnr*tc:t,ciristics should be traded-off with repair and refurbishment cycles t o  
obtxin a cost-effective balance for the specific design, 
4.3 PAYTION, MODULARIZATION FOR REPAIR/REFU3BISHMEtJT 
To obtain the large cost benefits of aayload in-orbit repair and ref’tmbishment, 
the payload design must incorporate vovisions for eisy replacement of equip- 
ment by a space crewman and the capabil-ity for verifying ~ c t i o n a l  ademracy 
of the repaired or ref’urbished pa,yload by a reasonably simple on-orbit check- 
out . . 
Basic cr i ter ia  have been established f o r  the design of modules, They are 
l is ted on Fig. 4-11. The module weight and size must be compatible with the 
combined capability of the Shu+tle-carried peyload manipulators and the space 
crew handling the modules in zero-g, The ~ i m u m  cost of a single module 
should not exceed about 5 t o  10 percent of $he recurring cost of the payload 
(as module cost IncTeaaca, the cos% of a single-madule rtsdr Increases). 
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Two h s i c  xpproaches can be uti l ized for module location and access for  removal/ 
i n s t . n l l x t .  ion: 
(1.) T.nrr:c-Diamcter Payloads - On these pr);.lzods, which are 10 ft (3.05 m) 
to 15 f t  (b.55 m) i n  diameter, the clearance between t h e  cargo bay 
bulkheads of the Shuttle and the payload is  too small for easy access.. 
I n  these cases, consideration should be given t o  a central access tun- 
nel with modules installed peripherally and module removal accomplished 
internally . 
(2) Smaller-Diameter Payloads - On these payloads, where external access 
within the Shuttle cargo b v  i s  available, modules can be arranged t o  
provide external removal. 
Access i n t o  the central tunnel of the larger payload can be accomplished by a 
space crewman entering via a hatch i n  the forward bulkhead of the Shuttle cargo 
bay (the paylcad must be mounted with the central t m e l  upening facing forward 
i n  the  Shuttle) . 
payload is shown i n  Fig. 4-12. 
payload is shown on Fig. 4-13. 
and supparts for the d u l e s .  
electrical  harnesses axe installed bta the structure and terminate with con- 
nectors a t  each module. 
A typical module location arrangement for' a 1.arge OAO-type 
An arrangement of modules in a smaller =-type 
'Be. spacecraft structure i s  provided with guide8 
Camph?te networks Of mClch.de htercO!lIle&hg 
4.3.3 Tlyp ical  Equipment Modules 
A s e t  of module-types comprising 8 low-coct --U-type pa3ti.M are !llustrateG an 
Fig. 4-14. 
figuration of a typical madule i e  ahown in  Fig. 4-16. The gaeral  configuration 
of a typical cmpwtment into whick the module i a  installed i e  shmn In Fig: 
A sample. l i s t i ng  of the equipment cOmpri6ing the nArAules of each 
subsystem of ( ~ 1  SEO-tspe pe~laad  is shawn ~n Figs... 4-1%, -l%, 15~. The COFI- 
4-17 6 
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Section 5 
SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM INTERFACES AM, EFFECTS ON PAYLOAD DESIGN 
This section had been deleted and w i l l  be 
superseded by a sepsrate document being 
iseued by NASA: “SPACE m / H l U @  I .  
INTEWACE DoCUkBlW.” 
p.rr 
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Section 6 
COST WDUCTION APPROACHES TO PAYLOAD SYSTEM ENGINEERING 
b.1 MAWATORY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN REQTWGMEXl?S 
Ovc~r-specificntion has been 8 significant factor i n  escalating t h e  costs of 
spnc~  promamls, ~ n d  it begins with the System Performance and Decign Reouire- 
ments Specification prepared by the government program office and/or the con- 
tractor. Cost consciousness must be fostered among the scientiote, engineers 
and managers respocaible for program plannjng, with the objective of obtaining 
requirements specifications based on cost/value analysis . 
. 
6.2 SIMPLIF1:ED ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION 
Much of the escalation of the costs of space programs is attributable t o  the 
documentation requirements. 2rogram planners should carefully ewluate 3ocu- 
me 
execution of the program. 
requirements simply because it is safer t o  require too much and avoid the r i sk  
of requiring too l i t t l e .  
tion needs, and impose only those requirements essential t o  the orderly 
I n  particular, they should avoid the imposition of 
When contractual documentation requirements permit, eimplif ication of contrac- 
t o r  engineering documentation can result in significant savings. 
6.3 SIMPLIFIED EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Engineering organizations also prepare design specifications that  are more re- 
s t r ic t ive than they need t o  be, because it is safer (but more costly) t o  e r r  
i n  that  direction. 
equipment performance and oth,sr desi@ requirements, and effective revie,.. p r ~ -  
cedures must be established t o  corltro!, aver-specification of requirements for 
both l!i-hoube fabrtcated and procured equipment, 
Fkogram officer muat czcourage engineers t o  specify lower 
LOCKHEEO MI.BSILE:LI e SPACE COMPANY 
Typic31 ly. spncccr.rft equipment and assembled spacecraft have been subjected 
t o  vt’ry cornprchensive, rigorous, and often repetitive testing programs t o  es- 
tab1 Ish t h e  l e w l  of confidence f e l t  t o  be necessary for the  making of launch 
decisions. 
wornout 3r damap;ed equipment. 
Such programs have been costly t o  execute and often costly i n  
The fear of spacecraft failure during launch or 
early i n  orbital  flight and of the consequences of such a catastrophe has been 
the principal motivator for traditional tcsting programs. 
w i l l  be alleviated by the Space Shuttle which makes possible in-orb i t  checkout 
of spacecraft before they are camnitted t o  orbit ,  monitoring of the i r  early 
orbital performance, and their  recovery for repair i n  orbit  or their  return t o  
earth i n  the event of early malfunction. 
failure have been alleviated it should be possible t o  reduce sign1”icantly the 
sc9pe and cost of testing programs. 
Much of t h i s  fear 
Once fears of the conseqizences of 
I n  addition, load testing of the struct-ires and mechanisms of Shuttle-launched 
spacecraft may be significantly reduced since they may be designed w i t h o u t  
weight constraints and with high factors of safety. 
6.5 SPECIAL RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIOIVS 
6.5 .I Cost/Reliability Relationship 
It i s  well known that  the cost of raising the predicted re l iab i l i ty  of space 
vehicle systems and subsystems above naninal values increases exponentially 
as the ultimate re l iabi l i ty  of 100 percent is approached. Part selectim be- 
comes more rigoraus, reliab%lity testing becomes more canprehensive, and more 
and more redundant caapoade a d  backup fbctians are required. For example, 
a typical cost estimating relatimehip (m) showing the relationships between 
cost and re l iabi l i ty  far 8 typical space =load subsystem is presented in Fig. 
6-1. 
The exponential increase of coat as re l iabi l i ty  i o  incremsd btlyaad 0.75 (75 
percent) I s  -8% significant. If the re l iabi l i ty  required of oollrplex eubelystemcr 
6-2 
* 
! 
b 
t7i 0 
I 
3 
P4 
2
. 
c:tn I)(> limited t o  about 0.7, appreciable savines can be realized i n  the design, 
d c w l  cymcnt., arid production of space payloads 
rcquir~mcnts w i l l  be possible for Shuttle-launched payloads because of the capa- 
b i l i t y  of the  Shuttle t o  checkout payloads i n  orbit  prior t o  deployment, t o  re- 
pair them i n  orbit ,  and t o  recover them for reuse. 
Such limitation of re l iabi l i ty  
6.5.2 Use of MIL-Spec or Aircraft Parts . 
One cost-saving change from historical  approaches t o  payload design made pos- 
sible by the Lowered rel iabi l i ty  requirements of Shuttle-launched payloads may 
be the use of MIL-Spec and possibly aircraft  parts instead of Hi-Re1 parts. 
Durinc the LMSC Payload Effects study, investigations were made of the rela- 
tive costs of various grades of parts and of the practicability of using lower 
grade, and hence laser cost, parts i n  future space payloads. These investiga- 
tions were l i m i t e d  i n  scope because of task priority agreements w i t h  USA, and 
further study is  required t o  establish the validity of using laser-grade part8 
i n  payload design. However, cost-saving potential exists and application of 
t h e  lower-grade p a r t s  should be considered if short operating-life or reFur- 
bishment cycle is desirable. 
costs are defined i n  Fig. 6-2. 
parts is  shown i n  Fig. 6-3. 
The four bmic grades of p a r t s  and their relative 
A sample list of comparative costs for specific 
The failure rate of MZL-Spec parts is  about two m three times that of Hi-Re1 
parts. 
Hi-Re1 parts; but more importantly, the parmetzic &if% rate of aircraf t  par ts  
is about faur times the Hi-Re1 part d r i f t  r a t e ,  
Also, the failure rate of aircraft  parts is about t en  tiBles that of 
I n  general, MIL-Spec p a r t s  are comparable 1x1 wel,#rt t o  Hi-Re1 parts;  equivalent 
aircraft  parts are significantly heavier a8 inclicated by the sample l i s t i ng  of 
Fig. 6-4. The failure rates of aircraft  end KX~4pec parts are canpared in  
I 
6.5.2.1 Application of MIL-Spec Parts. A prelhn%nary analyaip we8 made of 
the applicahon of Mn,-Spea parte t o  an m-tspe payload. It lrae determined 
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t o  bo f 'c~nsiblct  t o  use MG-Spec p u t s  I n  l i e u  of H i - R e 1  parts i f  the desim 
optv-;it..inf,: l i f c  of thc SEO ( t h e  time between refurbishments) could be l imi t ed  
t o  1'1 iiic months. 
6.5.  r, .2 
mndr of t,hc application of aircraf t  parts t o  an O A O - t y p e  payload, and it was 
detrrminctd that, t he  operating Life of the.pay1m.L would be reduced t o  four 
months (from a L.ie-year design l i f e  w i t h  H i - R e 1  parts) because of the relative- 
ly high parametric d r i f t  rates of a i rcraf t  parts. 
cessary before f i r m  conclusions can be reached concerning the application of 
MIL-Spec or aircraft  parts t o  space payloads; however, the po-lwtial for  cost 
savine i s  significant and warrants further study. 
Application of AircraPt Parts Also, a preliminary analysis has been 
Additional analysis i s  ne- 
6.5.3 Predicted vs Achieved Rel iab i l i t ,  
,'Tu s t i f  i c at  i on f cr lower syst ern re1 iab i l i t y  reqyir ement 8 for Shuttle - launched 
pnylonds is afforded by analysis of the historical disparity between the pre- 
iiictcxd relifibility of expendable-launched payloads snd the reliab+lity they 
have actually achieved i n  orbit . 
parity is evidence tha t  t h e  re l iab i l i ty  requirements for expendabye-launched 
payloads have bden conservative. The in-orbit payload checkout celpability arxl 
t he  payload recdvery capability of the Shuttle w i l l  permit the esdablismnt 
(Examples m e  given i n  Fig. 6-6),. Th5s die- 
of less  conserv~tive re l iab i l i ty  requirements for Shuttle-launch 
Lower reliabilitiy requirements w i l l  reduce design, developnent, 
1 production costd of payloads. 
6.5.4 Adversity Factors 
1 
Another factor that has contributed t o  the conservative reliabil idy require- 
ments imposed on expendable-launched peyloads i s  the Adversity fadtar, a mul- 
t ip l ie r  applied t o  failure ratee t o  account for the effects of environment, 
Adversity factors defined by Mh-Bm)-217A are sham in Fig, 6-7. 
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T?w 1:iiiiirh cnvironmcnt,s t o  which payloads are nxposed by the  Space Shu t t l e  a r e  
lens ::(v(\rct h a n  thcse  experienced by expendable-launched payloads. 
t h c  ndvc%r.;i.t3y factor for Shu t t l e  launch should be lower and, as such, con t r i -  
bute t o  lower payload costs. 
lnunch/ascent and, with corrective acticn cf in-orbit checkout fbllowing launch/ 
ascent ,  can f u r t h e r  approa:h t h e  1 .5  factor use4 for 
Therefore, 
The Shu t t l e  Ftclversity f a c t o r  car  approach 18 for  
ff space operations*. 
Section 7 
GUIDELIloES FOR LW-COST PAYLOAD DESIGN 
This section contains a sumnarized set  of design approaches and recomnendations 
which are directed tuward achievemnt. d Cost-effective peyloads . 
7.1 deals with the general aspects of material and equipnent selection, lw- 
densit.y packaging, and modularization of equi-nt 
sequent contain data pertinent t g  the epeciflc eubsystems of a peyloed: 
Sub-section 
Sub-uectione 7.2 and mb- 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Structures and Mechanf- . 7.2 
Experiment Installations 7.3 
Stabilization & Control 7.4 
Coamunications Data Rocet~sing, 7.5 
Electrical Power 7 .6 
Attitude Control 7 .7 
Environmental Control 7.8 
Eb Instrumentation 
7.1.1 Low-Cost Materials . 
I n  general, for comparable applications, materials that are inexpenefve to buy 
and fabricate, such as steel  and aludmn, are heavy; and l ight  materials, for 
example titanium and bergllium, are expensive. 
limitations have prevented the free use of heavy materials and sUplz methods 
of fabrication; and the costs of spacecraf't have been higher than they tcould 
have been without wel@t limitations. 
mbited and eugpOrt.ed by the Space Shuttle, full  advantw should be taken of 
the great Pagzoad capd-?q4.ty of the Shuttle, and law-cost raterials blllf fab- 
In the past, payload weight 
. 
In deeigaing epacecraft that w i l l  be 
i 
7.1.2 T'~~-Quali  f - ied Equipment - 
Most. :;p~cc promais have m a d e  some attempt t o  use pre-qualified equipment t o  
obtxin t h e  obvious cost savings. However, existing qualified equipment has 
c\fY.cr! hccn considered and rejected beceuse it w a s  not optimized fhct ional ly ,  
c? i11 s i z e  and w e i g h t ,  for the contemplated application. 
The relaxation of weight, volume, and power constraints on spacecraft design 
w i l l  permit designers to consider a much wider range of qualified equipment 
f o r  a given applicakion, and t o  select equipment that historically would have 
been reJected as over-designed, oversize, or averweight. 
must be placed on avoiding RDTm costs i n  future spece programs. 
Much more emphasis 
7.1.3 Standardized Equipment 
The development and qualification of standardized equipment for spacecraft 
promises major overall savings for the Nation's space program. 
very l i t t l e  standardization of equipment i n  the past because the emphasis has 
been on the optimization of equipnent function, size, and weight for  the re- 
quirements of each space program. When such optimization is no longer required 
because of the elimination of constraints on payload weight and volume, the de- 
velopment of standardized equipment can proceed w i t h  assurance that it w i l l  be 
widely used. There should be established: (1) design requirements for ~011111011- 
ly-used types of spacecraft equipment, (2) camnon industry sources for such 
equipment, and (3) specifications which require that' where po88ible the salec- 
t i on  of equipment far new spacecraft shall  be fraa among the available standard 
equipnent . 
There has been 
7.1.4 Low-Density PackaRinrr of Electronic Equipment 
Electronic equipment for space programs has evolved i n  the direction of redwed 
size and weight, and increased padsagbe density. In general, t h i s  evolution 
baa bean accompanied by cod escalation. The relaxation of weight bRd volume 
7-2 
cori::t r*:t i n t s  i n  the Shu t t l e  era should permit the development of simgler, lmer 
dms i :.y packnq,ing techniques for electronic equipment; resulting i n  the reduc- 
tion of' RM'm and recurring costs of such ec;u*-pment. 
Low density electrcmic packaging save8 Labor cost8 i n  design, modification, 
fnhricnt ion and assembly, repair, and inspection. 
t o  dic:t.wminc quantitatively the magnitude. of cost savings possible through l<m 
densi ty  packagigg. 
Additional study is required 
7.1.5 M&ulnrI.zntion of Xquipment Inatalla%ions 
I n  the design of spacecraft for launch by the Space Shuttle, equipment instal-  
lations should be modularizecl t o  permit in-orbit removal and replacement. The 
capability to repair a spacecraft i n  the Shuttle cargo bay before releasing it 
is  a major factor i n  the reduction of space program costs that w i l l  be realized 
through the use of' the Shuttle. 
the design of equipment modules for  Shuttle pa3rloads: 
The following guidelines are applicable to  
e 
0 
0 
0 
Divide payload subsystem into minimum Wantity of modules consistent 
with: 
Maximum weight/size which cen be readily installed or removed by 
a shuttle crewman 
0 Maximum cost of a single module . 
Segregate components which have high probability of replacement fram 
those which have higher predicted l i fe .  
Establish operating tolerances on individual modules 80 tht mOdule 
replacement will not  require payload recalibration. 
Provide simple fbc t iona l  ami mechanical interfaces between modules. 
Provide for easy accea8 t o  and rea#pal/inetallation of modules with- 
out need for epecial toole, 
7-3 
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Mmdul-iri za t ion  of ee;ui.;>mcnt installations also contributes t o  cost savings i n  
sp:tct.cr:Lf't; Crclund o;)erntions prior t o  launch 
7.2 m~ucTuRF,:: - ANTI MCHA~SMS SUBSYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES 
7.2.1 P x i c  Recmcnded Design Approaches 
Historically, *,'ne design cf spacecraft has been severely constrained by weight 
and volume Liwiistions resulting from t h e  modest payload capability of launch 
vehicles 
h%cn weight and volume constraints are relaxed or elimiriated, afgnificant re- 
ductions i n  the cost of spacecraft structures and mechanisms can be mede by 
using the fol.laring guidelines i n  desi-: 
SeleGt a simple spacecraft configuration that requires only a 
simple structure. 
Provide volume fur low-deneity equipment installations t o  sintplif4t 
installation design and t o  insure complete accessibility of equip- 
ment * 
Use high factors of safety for sizing s t r u h a l  elements t o  
reduce design and amilysis efforts and to reduce or eliminate 
' .  static loading testing. I 
Increase dimensional tole~ances t o  sfmpli@ tooling, and t o  reduce 
fabrication, esaeahbly end quality control efforts. 
Simplipy atrwAmsS. elements and minimize the use of contour- 
mechinad parts  to reduce design, ermlyi ia ,  fabrication end assembly 
efforte 
8 
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(0) Use commercially available grades and sizes of aluminum sheet and 
extrusions for most structiird z l e r n e ~ t ~ ;  
(7) Minimize the use of sandwich materials. 
(8) Do not use beryllium, composite materials or other high-cost 
materials . 
(9) Avoid use of higher-cost parts puch as forgings and castings. 
(10) Eliminate deployment mechanisms whenever the launch vehicle p a p  
load envelope permits fixed installation of solar panels, antennas, 
sensors and other equipment. 
(11) Avoid sophistication and miniaturieaLm of mechanisms. 
7.2.2 Examples of Low-Cost Designs of Structures and Mechanisms 
7.2.2.1 Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) . 
a. Initial-Desim OAO-B Structures & Mechanisms. The actual OAO-B structures 
and mechanisms are shown i n  Fig. 7-1. 
inder approximately 7 ft (2.1 m) wide and 10 ft (3.0 m) high. 
central tube 48 i n .  (1.2 m) in diameter and 118 i n .  (3.0 m) long i n  which the 
experiment package is installed. The eight primary trusses are machined and 
chem-milled from aluminum plate. The fomsrd and aft bulkheads and the equip- 
ment shelves form 48 equipment bays. 
bay for the support of one or more items of equipment. Hinged doors provide 
access t o  the installed equipment. 
The basic structure is an octagonal cyl- 
It includes a 
Secondary structure is provided i n  each 
b. Lou-Cost Design - OAO Structures 6 Mechanisms. The general configuration 
of the equivalent law-coet desiegr of the QAO is ehmn in Fig. 7-2 and the pri- 
mary structure of the  equipment section in Fig. 7-3. The equipment section i e  
cylindrical, 13 ft (4.0 m) in diameter and 8 f't (2.4 m) long. Twenty-four 
7-5 
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equipmfmt compartments surround an 8 f t  (2.4 m) diameter by 8 f t  (?.4 m) long 
empty volume i n  which pound technicians or Space Shuttle crewmen may work, 
i n s t d l j n c  o r  removing mquipment modules from the equipment compartments. 
MOcfulr~s arc r c tn ined  by mechanisms that are desipped t o  be operated by a space- 
suit cd Shuttle crewman. 
Thc cquipmcnt section structure i s  a riveted assembly consis t ing primarily of 
commcrcitilly available aluminum sheet and. extrusions. 
three or greater are used t o  reduce design and analysis efforts and t o  reduce 
or eliminate s ta t ic  load testing. The forward bulkhead of the equipment sec- 
t i o n  i s  the  reference plane for alignments i n  the law-cost OAO, and machined 
surfaces are provided for the attachment of the experiment package and for in-  
dexing equipment modules con%aining att i tude reference equipment such as star 
trackers and iner t ia l  reference units. I 
Factors of safety of 
The a f t  bulkhead is  of sheet metal construction. 
side the equipment section is through a 4-ft (1.2 m) square door. 
Access t o  the  work space in- 
Thc luw-cost OAO equipment section structure is  simpler and includes many lese 
piece parts than the OAO-B equipment section structure, law-cost materials and 
high factors of safety are used, and analyeis and s t a t i c  load testing are m i n -  
imized. 
cost OAO s t r k t u r e  was found t o  be significantly lower than the corresponding 
costs of the initial-design OAO-B. Figure 7-4 shows a tabulation of canpara- 
t ive  costs. 
For these reasons the cost of developing and msnufacturingthe low- 
7.2.2.2 Synchronous Equatorial GrbiteK. 
a.  
i n  Fig. 7-5. The primary structure ,c.- t h i s  spscecraft eoneiete of three decks 
interconnected by tmas aesemblies. Like the etructure of the Lunar Orbiter, 
from which it was derived, it wee optimited t o  minimite w e d a t  and waa there- 
fore cos t4  t o  deeign, develop, qualiFy and produce, 
In i t i a l  Design - SEO Structuru -.- & bischanisms. An SEO-type payload is  shown 
7-9 
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h .  The general confitl;urnt,ion of the 
cquiv:ilcnts low-cost design of the SEO i s  shown i n  F ig .  7-6 and the low-cwt  
SEO steructme i n  F ig .  7-7. Thc structure i s  a rectarqular box divided i c t o  
compartments i n  whith readily-removab7.e equipment mcdules arc ins ta l led .  The 
motiulcs are designed t o  be removed and replaced by a space-suite:! Shuttle 
crrwman. The structure is R riveted assembly made up primarily of aluminum 
shcct and extrusions. Stainless s teel  angles provide thermal isolation of the 
top  and bottom panels, and stainless s tee l  hinges thermally i rolate  +he doors. 
Factors of safety of three or greater are used t o  reduce design and analysis 
efforts and t o  reduce or  eliminate s ta t ic  ~ o a d  testing. 
Tlow-Co::lp : T O  Structures & Mechanisms. -
The design guidelines l is ted i n  paragraph 7.2.1 were follawed i n  the design 
of the low-corst SEO structure and mechanisms subsystem and its estimated costs 
as shown i n  previous Fig. 7-4, particularly the averaee nnit  costs, are sig- 
nificantly lower than the costs of the initial-design SE3. 
7.2.2.3 
modification cf the early P-11 spacecraft shown i n  Fig. 7-8. 
ference i n  configufation between the baseline CRS and the P-11 i s  the addi- 
tion of an identical solar module frame t o  each of the s l x  frames shown. 
Small Research Satell i te.  The i n i t i a l  design SRS spacecraft was a 
The major dif-  
a. Initial-Desim SRS Structures & Mechanima . %e Qtructurea and Mechanism 
subsystem of the SRS included the basic structures shown i n  Fkg. 7-9 and the 
solar module frames, a l l  of which were optimized far minimum weight and, there? 
fore, relatively costly t o  design, develop, qualify and manufacture. 
b. Low-Cost SRS Structures & Mechmrisms. 
low-cost SRS is  shown i n  Fig. 7-10 and the low-cost SRS structure i n  Fig. 7-11. 
F a r  deep beams mede up of aluminum sheet and extrusions fcrm an eggcrate" 
assembly i n  which subsystem equipment be installed. This aseembly is  
strengthened by heavy tee extrusions connecting fhe outboard mid-point8 of the 
deep beams, and by angles connecting the outboard corners of the teams. Shear 
strength i s  provided by a heavy shear panel st the mid-plane of the si;ructure, 
and by bulkheads that  close the ends of the four triangular c w m e n t a  of 
The general configuration of the 
tt 
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BASIC 3-  
Note: Dimensions i n  inches 
1 ft = 0.3048 m 
. 
1. Main Bern Aeeembly 
2, End Panel Assembly 
3. Interior Penel h ~ e g l b l y  
4, m o r  bunt 
5 .  bunting Luge 
6, Spin IVozzle Brcrckete 
7. wing  etructure Area) 
Fig, 7-9 Bsreic 8RS Structure 
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11 r ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ f , t ~  . Eich of the c ipht  pllzne surfaces of the octaeonal primary struc- 
til?*#> :ts:;~mbIy provides for the attachment of two solar panels or s k i n  panels .  
A:: conf’ipirol  for t h e  H i G l o  m3ssion t h e  SRS has cipbt sol;ur panels, t h r w  sk in  
pmwl x incorporntinc view ports for sensors, and f i v e  p l a i n  s k i n  pane l s .  The 
t Y  3 n t I  -Y f:icCs of t h e  SRS structure w c  closed by aluminum skins and multi- 
1 : i y t ~  i n:;ulnt ion blmkcts  . The structure assembly includes secondary struc- 
t,ur.(l (’or the attnchment of cquipcnt modules, rocket motors,  antenna^, and 
f i t t i n q s  for handling nnd deployment of t h e  S S .  The SRS structure has been- 
dcsimcd with generous provisions for augmentation of the baseline HiGlo pis- 
sion. 
ment including a second propulsion rocket. 
for subsystem and experiment equipment can be increased from 50 watts t o  ap- 
proximately 100 watts by the installation of additional solar ce l l  panels. 
The s t r e n g t h  of the structure, based on factors of safety of three or greater, 
permits the addition of equipment without extensive analysis and redesign. 
1) 
Volume i s  available for the addition of experiment and subsystem equip- 
Also, the average power available 
Most of the equipment of the H i G l o  SRS is  packaged i n  readily removable mod- 
u les  t o  reduce development and t e s t  ‘costs. 
is shown i n  Fig. 7-12. 
The location of modules in the SRS 
The design guidelines of paragraph 7.2.1 were used i n  the design of the l aw-  
cost SRS structure and mechanisms subsystem, but i n  addition, significant pro- 
visions were made for  the growth of other subsystems. 
comparison of previous Fig. 7-4 does not show cost reductions comparable t o  
those made i n  the design of the low-cost OAO and SMl structures 8nd ~ C h a n i S J I U 3  
subsystems . 
As a result, the cost 
7.3 MPERIMENT INS!PALLATIOB DESIGN GUIDELINES 
7.3.1 Basic Reconmended Design Amroaches 
Costs of Experiment Inetallationu can be rduced by using the following ap- 
prosehe6 in design: 
7-19 
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Sclect8 simple experiment package configurations, tak inc  full advan- 
taee of the  greater payload capability of new lauich vehicles. 
Apply Structures and Mcchar.isms Subsystem d e s i 9  guidelines (para- 
graph 7.2 .L)  t o  experiment-package structures and mechanisms. 
When experiment thermal control requirements d i f fe r  significantly 
from other spacecraft subsystein requirements, isolate t h e  experi- 
ment t o  simplify thermal control of both the experiment and the  
spacecraft. 
Design for  in-orbit maintenance of experiment installations by 
modJltxrizction of equipment 
Design law-density experiment installations with provisions for  ad- 
ditions of or changes t o  experiment equipment. 
Avoid mechanisms that are not self  -supporting i n  one-g . 
Design low-density electronic packages t o  reduce design, develop- 
ment and manufacturing costs. 
Eliminate need for i n - f l i & t  adjustments or alignments 
Avoid use of high cost material such as beryllium for weight 
reduction 
Eliminate close-tolerance machining for weight reduction 
Avoid miniaturization for  weight and volume reduction 
7.3.2 Examples of Low-Cost Designs of Experiment Installations 
7.3.2.1 Orbiting Astronomical Observatory ( OAO). The design of a low-cost 
Experiment Package far an OAO-type payload has been developed, The design 
i s  derived from the W a r d  Experiment Package (CIEP) of the OAO-B ehomr In 
Fig. 7-13. 
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n.  The GEP was d e s i p e d  t o  be 
im;! -~‘Ll - (x t  w i t h i n  the cen t r a l  tube of t hc  OAO-B spacecraft, and i t s  thermal 
control rcquircmcnts constrained and ndded t o  t h e  complexity nnd cos t  of t h e  
t ,hc~m*i l  cont ro l  desicn of the spacecraft. Conversely, the GEP design was com- 
p l  i c:iI,cti by t h e  thermal environment provided by the spacecraft. 
straint.:: imposed on t h e  design of the GEP led t o  the  use of beryllium optical 
mirrors that  were more costly than mirrors of conventional optical materials. 
The optical properties of the beryllium mirrors were unstable i n  one-g, and 
optical calibration procedures were consequently more canplex and costly than 
they would have been i f  r i g i d  but heavier mirrors ‘-Pd been used. 
focus control of the  GEP was required t o  compensate for calibration uncertain- 
t y  due t o  thermal effects and the instabi l i ty  of the beryllium mirrors. 
- T r x i t  in1 - P c z l c  OAO-R Experiment Ins ta l la t ion .  
Weight con- 
In-orbit 
b. 
cost Experiment Package for the  OAO i s  shown i n  Fig. 7-14; additional detai ls  
are shown i n  Figs .  7-15, 7-16, 7-17, and 7-18. 
t h e  GEP is  unchanged. 
o. conventional optical material, CerVit ( a  fused s i l i c a  material) which has a 
very low coefficient of $hemal expansion4 A l l  the mirrorb and the grating 
are made f r o m  solid CerVit blanks having z i  diameter-to-thickness r a t io  of ‘ap- 
proximately s ix  t o  insure  adequate st iffndss i n  a gravity environment and t o  
fac i l i t a te  fabrication and calibration. 
Low-Cost OAO Experiment Installation. The general configuration of a low- 
The basic optical design of 
However, a l l  the optical  elements are fabricated from 
I I 
The low-cost Experiment Package structure is  an aluminum shell  stiffened by 
aluminum rings and longerons. 
um. 
ture (a) t o  insure the stiffness required t o  preserve the alignment of the op- 
t i c a l  elements, (b) t o  reduce the design &nd analysis effort ,  and (c) t o  elim- 
inate requirements for  s ta t ic  load testing. 
. 
All material i s  camanercially available alumin- 
Factors of safety of three or greater are used i n  the design of the struc- 
The p r i m a r y  mirror support is  shown i n  Fig. 7-15. The support frame l e  a 
weldment of extmled aluminum channel designed for dfrcet attachment t o  8 i x  
of the infernal  longeron members of the ehell etructure, 
mirror suppoFtr provide for m i r r o r  alignment. 
Three tangential 
* 7-23 
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Tho : * I  cconclnry mirror i s  installed at the forward end of the she l l  structure 
:t:: ::licwn i n  Fic. 7-16. 
vitlml by four adjustable flexure l i n k s .  
by 1 . h - w  xljustment screws. 
Supper+ and l a te ra l  positioning of the mirror are pro- 
Alignment of the mirror is provided 
Thc dvtcctor and grating arsembly i s  supported as shown i n  Fie .  7-17. The 
aswmbly I s  mounted on r a i l s  and m q r  be removed and replaced i n  orbit .  
The s p -  
Ftg. 7-1.8. 
shell structure. 
mirror i s  necessary. 
three adjustment screws. 
*.iter mirror is supported by the "tripod" beam assembly shown i n  
Thc +,hree beams are attached t o  three internal  longerons of t h e  
No provision for la te ra l  or longitudinal adjustment of the 
Hawever, tilt adjustment is required and is provided by 
Additional cost savings i n  the design of the low-cost Experiment Package were 
nchicvcd by the elimination of the in-orbit focus provisions, which are no 
loncer required because of the r igidi ty  of the structure and the virtual elim- 
ination of temperature gradients attained by isolating and insulating the ex- 
periment package. 
lowed i n  the desi@ of the low-cost Experiment Package. 
i n  Fig. 7-19, particularly the average unit  code, are eignificautly lower 
than the corresponding costs of the Goddard Experiment Package of OAO-B. 
The design guidelines listed i n  paragraph 7.3.1 were fol- 
The cost, as shown 
7.3.2.2 Synchronous Equatorial Orbiter (SEO) a 
a. In i t i a l  Design - SEO Experiment Installation. The Lunar Orbiter weight 
and volume were constrained by the limited payload capability of the launch 
vehicle,  and a comprehensive weight saving program wa8 necessary in the de- 
sign of the Photographic Subsystem (from which the SEX) Experiment WELS derived) , 
Lightweight materials including beryllium were used, 'parts were optimized t o  
reduce weight and compact packaging was necessary t o  minimize volume. These 
requirements resulted i n  relatively hi& RIfi8& costs and effected recurring 
costs. 
i t a  schematic function is pictured i n  Fig, 7-21. 
The camera ine ta l la t ion  in the Lunar Orbiter is sb0wn in Fig, 7-20; 
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Velocity Vector 
Fig. 7-21 Lunar Orbiter Photo Bubsystem Schematic 
v-32 
b. - T , , w - C j w t  ::EO Experiment. Installakion . The ceneral configuration of t h e  
low-c~o,:l I'hotographic Subsystem i s  shown i n  F ig .  7-22. The design was n o t  
cori.:1 rxinrd by weicht nnci volume limitations; and simplification, including 
simp1 i f ication of components, was possible . The resultant cost savings are 
ma2lnl.y cvidcnt. i n  the reduction of RDTm costs by approximately 25 percent. 
Thc. l'hotop-aphic Subsystcm equipnent i s  a l l  installed on an "L-shaped" alum- 
inum friunc that is  supported i n  the cylindrical, aluminum case by rails. 
equipment assembly may be readily withdrawn fran the case for  access t o  com- 
ponents and for loading film ana bimat. 
The 
The very limited effort applied t o  the design of the low-cost Photographic 
Subsystem did not permit the application of low-cost design guidelines t o  the 
redesign of the most costly component of the subsystem, namely the optical- 
mechanical scanner. 
sible. 
baseline subsystem are compared i n  previuus Fig. 7-19. 
Reduction of the cost of that component should be 
The costs of the low-cost Photographic Subsystem and those of the 
7.4 STAB7LIZATION & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES 
7.4.1 Basic Recommended Desim Approaches 
Stabilization and Control subsystems are usually the most costly of spacecraft 
because of the complexity of the sensors, actuators and electronic equipment , 
required for t h e i r  mechanization. 
constrained by weight, volume, and power limitations, and have been complicated 
by redundancy and backup modes incorporated t o  maximize probability of mission 
success. 
should seek t o  reduce the i r  complexity and t o  eliminate the cost penaltie8 that 
derive f'rom weight control requirements. 
The designs of such subsystems have been 
Efforts t o  reduce the costs of Stabilization and Control subsyet- 
Costs of Stabilization and Con-Lrol subsystems can be re&uced by ueug the 
follawing guideline8 i n  design: 
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Select; t he  simplest; system 
mcnts,  t o  reduce design, analysis, fabrication, and testing efforts. 
t h a t  w i l l  meet specification require- 
Do not over-spccif'y performance requirements. 
Establish rel iabi l i ty  goals based on in-orbit checkout capability 
of the Space Shuttle. 
L i m i t  equipment redundancies and backup operating modes t o  those 
specifically required by rel iabi l i ty  goals a 
Simplify equipment design by taking f u l l  advantage of the greater 
weight and volume capability afforded by spacecraft designed for 
new launch vehicles . 
Avoid new technology development but exploit new technology that  
has been reduced t o  hardware. 
Tradeoff the use of a general purpose canputer for Stabilization 
and Control and Dbta Processing functions aga ina t  alternate mechsn- 
izations . 
Design low-density electronic equipment. 
Minimize comrnand and data requqxements. 
Design for in-orbit maintenance by modularization . . 
7.4.2 Examples of Law-Cost Desims of Stabilization and Control Subsystems 
7.4.2.1 Orbit ing Astronomical Observatory (OAO) . 
a. 
of the Stabilization and Control Subsystem of the OAO-B are as follows: 
I n i t i a l  Design - OAO-B Stabilization & Control Subsystem. The f'unctions 
0 To etabil ies the spacecraft fo2.luwing launch vehicle aeparation, and 
eatabliah a preselected att i tude with precision. 
0 7-35 
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0 T o  o r i e n t  t he  cpacecraft, as required, t o  the reference attitudcs dic- 
1.:tt,cct by t h e  mission ob,jcctives . 
T o  hold t h n  spacccraft i n  a reference att i tude wi th  khc required nc- 
curacy owr  lone; periods of time. 
To pcrforrn t,hcsc functions, t he  OAO-B spacccraft employcd mros, solar sensors, 
stat-  t r n c k w s ,  nnd macnctomcters as nensorn with tner t ia  wheels, nitrogcn -gao- 
j c t a ,  and magnetic torquers as Rctuators for  control and momentum unloading. 
With each of the sensors there was, i n  general, an associated electronics un i t  
called "signal processor," and w i t h  each of the actuators there was, i n  gener- 
n l ,  an associated electronics unit designated a "controller ." 
' there  was a logic uni t ,  or "programmer," which sequenced the Stabil ization and 
Control subsystem through i ts  various modes of operation. This proliferation 
of electronic units added complexity and cost t o  the subsystem. 
I n  addition, 
After injection i n t o  orbi t ,  separation of the spacecraft from the  Centaur re- 
sulted i n  tumbling of the spacecraft. 
craf t  rate and position and produced error signals needed t o  actuate t h e  gas 
j e t s  and iner t ia  wheels for stabilization. I n i t i a l  stabilization was pro- 
gramed t o  result  i n  m e  of two orientations - solar paddles normal t o  the 
sun or spacecraft aft  end normal t o  the sun. 
tions 
the gimballed star trackers. 
Gyros and solar sensors detected space- 
From either of these orienta- 
the spacecraft was programmed such that control was transferred t o  
This was accmplishsd i n  one of two methods: 
0 Star search - The spacecraft orientation (three axes) was determined 
from solar aspect sensor and magnetometer data, while holding on the 
iner t ia l  reference unit .  h i d e  S ta r  positions were computed with re= 
sped t o  t h i s  spacecraft orientation, The s t a r  trackers then were 
programed t o  search and lock on the stars by executing B s t a r  search 
rou tbe  
7-36 
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6 R o l l  scrrrch - The i n i t i a l  stabilization placed t h e  a f t  end of' t h e  
spncccrnft  normal t o  the  sun. A r o l l  search armnd t h i s  sunl ine was 
i n i t i a t e d  n t  n given spacecraft ra te .  A number of guide stars were 
:;cltxt.cd t o  form a pattern and the s ta r  trackers were progmmmed t o  
t h c ~  calculated guide s ta r  positions The spacecraft ciutomaticalIv 
switched t o  tracker control when the trackers acquired the @de s ta rs  
simultaneously. 
The spacecraft then had a s te l la r  frame of reference t o  which subsequent sat- 
e l l i t e  movements were related. 
could now be reset t o  establish its iner t ia l  three axes referer-e. 
mancuvers required t o  point the experiment were performed undc 
control. 
for  xtremely accurate pointing of the spacecraft (fine control mode). 
I n  addition, the i rz r t ia l  reference unit (IRU) 
Spacecraft 
acker or IRU 
Two-axes control of the sa t e l l i t e  was transferred t o  t1.e experiment 
Each of the three major spacecraft axes had a large and a small inertia wheel. 
The large (coarse-control) wheel slewed the sa t e l l i t e ,  while the small (fine- 
control) wheel stabilfzed the sa t e l l i t e  against small disturbing torques a f te r  
the desired pointing had been attained. 
l i t e  maintained i t s  pointing direction with dn accuracy of 0.1 szc by using an 
error lsignal derived from experiment optics. 
I n  the fine-control  mod^, the satel- 
To prevent the iner t ia  wheels from becaning saturated, the gat? j e t  system ani. 
a magnetic torquing system (a set  of orthogonal e l e c t r o v e t i c  coilft) per- 
mitt& momentum dumping. 
. 
I n  the coarse-control mode, using stas  tre.ckers for error sen8ws, the three 
axes pointing accuracy was wi th in  1 mTn with a d r i f t  rate o f  less than 15 sgc 
i n  50 minutes. 
b. Low-Cost OAO Stabilizstion & Control (W) 3ubsystem. The low-cost OAO 
sg6: subsystem retains many of the features of the eqv.*-mlent init ial-desio:  
OAO but aiffera from the baseline subsystem in: (1) Relying more upon on- 
board data proceesing and less on ground pro~eseing a d  colmrmnication; (2) 
7-37 
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?UTOll?!i C'i  w17i.c hnsdware by 4ntegrztine 211 data-processing and scquen- 
ci.?i*-. fuw.? io-.: i n t o  a provammable general-purpose d i g i t a l  computer, and (4) 
cl imir i : i i  inK primary ectuator equipment whose functions can be performed ef- 
f i c i c i i t l y  ly ccld  is j e t s .  
<'- vipment dedicated t o  alt,ernate,kmchp modes, (3) reducinp; t he  
Figure 7-23 shows the functional and equipment relationships. The iner t ia l  
reference u n i t  (IRU) and two gimballed star trackers (GST)  provide att i tude 
data to the computer which combines them i n  a Kalman f i l t e r  algorithm t o  com- 
pute spacecraft attitude pre-isely. 
duce signals t o  dr ive  reaction wheels and cold gas j e t s  t o  supply 3-axis sta- 
bilization an4 control. 
nrying thv  speed of the reaction wheels, equinler t  t o  the OAO "fine" wheels. 
Intlrtially-secular disturbance torques can cause "he wheels t o  saturate (reach 
m-mimum speed); wheel desaturation i s  accomplished by torquing the  spacecraft 
witb ?.he Law-Lmel cold Jets. 
E r r o r s  from the  reference att i tude pro- 
Primary att i tude control torques are obtained by 
Reorj.e,it&ion fra 
ies of  single axis slews derived by the on-board ccxuputer and u~ing the high- 
level cold gas je ts .  IRU-ae*ected att i tude errors cantrol att i tude about the  
nm-slew exes .",*.1rtng slewing. 
F att t tude reference t o  another i s  accomplished by a ser- 
Th- Boresighted Star Tracker and GEP error sensor perform the mne roles as 
I'or the baseline OAO Subsystem, namely, provide a more precise pitch and yaw 
attitude reference than that obtained from the gimballed star tracgers (GSTs). 
The principal of apPraticm of t i e  yrm attitucie determination f'unction is 
t o  obtain accurate long-term attitude !nfarmation from the G a s  and a complfer- 
stared s t a r  catalog, whq.le the IRU gyros provide a precise short-term reference. 
The computer pmcesses and mixes the information from b d h  sources. 
3y cmtinuously mictaining a record of the ina,antaneuixs attitude in t3e 
camputer, the abillty t o  acquire s t a r s  a d  t o  meuver is comidersbly en- 
hanced over the baseline OXO, and the chances of 108s of Stsr reference - 
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p % ‘ t *  l y  (1 imin ishcd .  T h t s  hiEher nssurnnce of SUCCCSS i n  f i n d i n g ,  holrlinr:, and 
r ~ * i v q i i  i v i n r  stn?rs should reduce t h e  level of desiw analysis, verification and 
tc.:! i r i t v  f . f f o r t s  .tnd lcssen t h e  need for backup modes and equipment on-board. 
Py ~liic i rir: +he (:round support of f l ight operations to  periodic.rlly transmitting 
block:: of’ spncccrnft reference attitudes for payload orientation, not only are 
Croiiw1 opcrrttions minimal, but  the data l i n k  support i s  correspondingly reduced 
i n  requisite quantity and quality, not to.mention c r i t i ca l i ty  of timing. 
replntcing hardware with software not only are non-recurring and recurring costs 
reduced but the cost impact of changes which inevitably occur durfng dwelop- 
mcnt (due t o  inadequate performance or changed requirements) i s  considerably 
soft cned . 
By 
The mRjor functional features of the low-cost OAO S&C subsystem are l i s ted  i n  
Sic. 7-24, together w i t h  the cost reduction features of t h e  design. Cost re- 
duction was accomplished by the elimination of a l l  OAO-B equipment and oper- 
atjr,c modes not essential t o  compliance with the OA@-B system requirements spe- 
cification; and by incorporating a general purpose computer, thus reducing the 
number of electronic packages needed for  sdd: functions and substituting soft- 
ware for hardware i n  the processing of data. 
Stabilization & Control Subsystem are compared with the costs of the baseline 
OAO-B S&C Subsystem i n  Fig. 7-25. 
The costs of the law-co8t OAO 
7.4.2.2 Synchroncj.; - Equatorial Orbiter (SEO) . The design is derived from the 
Stabilization and Control Subsystem of the Lunar Orbiter. 
a. 
into synchronous orbit by a Burner I1 stage. 
t o  synchronous orbit the Burner II/SEO combination is Slowly rol l ing in t he  
apogee burn attit.ude for  gyro drift-averagiug, and thermal control. 
Initial-Destm SED Stabilization & Control Subsystem. The SEO is  carried 
During the transfer-urbit coast 
After s3nchronoug orbit injection dnd stage separation; the SEO mmt &ent 
i t se l f  t o  the earth verticel-velocfty vector-orbit nanbal. coordinete pame and 
rnaintai.1 attitude s tab i l  Lty on atatkm, within specified tolerances, for two 
I I 
years . 
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Thc iqit.irtl-dcsim SEO Stabitization & Control (s&c) subsystem has the fol- 
lowillr: f’unct.ions: 
I 
, 
0 To control att i tude ‘transients fram Burner II separation 
I 
T o  acquire Earth and Yaw references 
0 T o  mect SEO pointing requirements.(two degrees, a l l  axes) f o r  
two yews 
0 To s t i tbif ize  and control SED att i tude during east-west station-keeping 
mmcuvers . 
0 To reorient SEO t o  the orbit reference att i tude from any att i tude 
following loss of reference for  tumbling rates up t o  3 dedsec.  
0 To point the SEO spacecraft t o  the sun with near-zero rate8 following 
primary system failure. 
The op-athg modes of the subsystem are as f O l ~ W s t  
I n i t i a l  Earth Reference Acquisition 
I n i t i a l  Yaw Reference Acquisition 
Yaw Reference Hold 
E a r t h  Reference Hold 
East -West Stationkeeping 
Attitude Reference Reacquisition 
Momentum Unload 
Hold on Gas (Backup) 
The ecpipment requirefl t o  mechanize the subsystem is BB follare: 
0 Flight Electronics C o n t r o l  Assembly 
Earth Horizon Sensor 
q-m seneore (2) 
(r R R t e  Qsro Package 
7-43 
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This f.qiiipmc?nt. i s  derived from the equivalent Lunar  Orbi ter  equipment retaining 
mrtxlmirn commonality of operating and design concepts, and w i t h i n  the constraints 
of f.h: wcicht. nnd volume Limitations of the  Lunar Orbiter program. 
I 
b. Low-Cost, SEO S tab i l i za t ion  & Control Subsystem. I n  contrast t o  the i n i t i a l -  
desicn SEO, t h e  low-cost SEO i s  activated and checked out aboard the Shuttle, 
i n  low earth orbit, carried t o  i t s  f i n a l  position, and separated i n  i t s  opera- 
tional attitude from the Space Tug. 
If the  Lcw-Cost SEO should f a i l  t o  pass a l l  c r i t i ca l  t e s t s  before Tug deper- 
ture, it can be retrieved and returned t o  low orbit  or t o  ea r th  for  repair. 
Should the SED f a i l  during the two-year l i f e  it may be retrieved for reuse 
or salvage . 
The Low-Cost SEO S&C Subsystem i s  simpler than that of the Baseline SM). 
Figure 7-26 compares the implementation of the two SM) spacecraft StE sub- 
systems and Fig. 7-27 compares the operational modes for  the two designs. 
The law-cost SEO stabilization and control subsystem (Wig. 7-28) is  based on 
active control of a two-degree-d-freedom CMG. 
pitch are obtained by varying the wheel speed while r o l l  and yaw control 
torques result  from t i l t i n g  the wheel spin axis. The momentum of the gim- 
balled wheel supplies gyroscopic restraint of yaw attitude. A horizon sensor 
is the source of earth-pointing error signals and scaming laser radar on the 
Space Tug provides pitch, yaw and r o l l  at t i tude errors for docking. 
Attitude control torques in 
Two wide-anglt d ig i ta l  solar aspect sensors and a +axis ra te  gyro package we 
included t o  aid in reorientation to earth reference in the event of a rever- 
sible system failure (e,g,, intermittent power eupply outage). The saae unite, 
i n  conjunction with cold gas thrustere, comprise an enti-tumbling ayetam t o  
permit safe revisit af’ter subsystem failure. 
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Tho  1 ' 1  i /:ht l'rofynmmc?r sccti oa of t h e  Flicht. Electronics Control Asscmbly pro- 
viclc~:; 1 iminc, :;cqucncing, and logical computations for a11 SEO subsystem..;. 
I t  : L P C V ~ ~ : ;  commands for real-time execution and for  storage from t h e  c o m n i -  
cat io11:- ( C D P I )  Subsystem. 
si~wi,ls and commnnd messages i n t o  control logic and actuation signals . 
The Closed Loop Electronics Section converts sensor 
Thc dcwblc-q:mballcd reaction wheel control system (Fig. 7-29) i s  a new con- 
e ~ p t  now br ing applied t o  three-axis, long-life s a t e l l i t e  att i tude control. 
The systcm uses a cingle biased angulrul momentum reaction wheel, mounted on 
a restricted angle, two degree-of-freedom pivot arrangement for angular momen- 
tum control i n  ro l l ,  pitch, and yaw. 
no yaw sensor. 
The low-cost stabilization system requires 
Cost reductions were accomplished in  the design of the low-cost SED S&dl sub- 
system by the following means: I 
Combining the redundant Flight Control Electronics U n i t s  of the base- 
l ine SF,O S&C Subsystem into a sin&e package 
Using 1970 state-of-art off-shelf components in  lieu of more expen- 
sive Lunar Orbiter camponents 
Substituting a gimballed momentum wheel for three reaction wheels 
Eliminating 2 Polaris Star Trackers (gimballed mentum wheel elimin- . 
ates requirement for yaw sensing) 
Eliminating the Flight Electronic Switching Unit (used on Lunar Orbiter 
for  pyrotechnic ini t ia t ion)  . 
Repackaging a l l  electronic assemblies using low-cost techniques 
Modularization 'of .subsystem equipment 
L 
The estimated costs of the low-cost SEO add: Subsystem are caapared with the 
C C X t 8  Of the hiti81-deei@ SEO 5&r? Subsystem i n  PreVICrUS Fig. 7-25. 
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7.5 ,I 13:~:; i.c Rccommencicd - -  DcsiEn Approaches 
T11c CPPI :hibsyr?-,cm includes nuch complex eiectronfcs equipment ; and t o  accom- 
plish cost savincs i n  desim, development, and procurement means must be found 
t o  rcducc thc quantity of equipment required md also t o  reduce il;s cf.mplexity. 
D i ~ i t n l  computers can perform propamming, control and data processing f'unctiGins, 
and thc cost-aavinE potential of computers should be thoroughly evaluated i n  the 
system dcsign of a new pa;ylczad. Relaxation of weight md volume constraints per- 
m i t s  the design of low-density electronic equipment that i s  inherently less  cost- 
ly t o  design, develop, and produce than the  high-density electronics character- 
i s t i c  0.T many historical spacecraft. 
relicvc space programs of the coats of design and development of many program- 
pcculiar elements and w i l l  r e su l t  i n  significant bavings also. 
Stanaardization of CDPI equipment w i l l  
Costs of CDPI subsystems can be reduced by using the following approaches i n  
Select the simplest system, that  w i l l  meet specification require- 
ments, t o  reduce design, analysis, fabrication, and testing efforts, 
Do not over-specify performance requirements, 
Establish rel iabi l i ty  goals based on in-orbit checkout capability 
of the Space Shuttle. 
L i m i t  equipment redundancies and backup operating m o d ~ s  t o  those 
specifically required by rel iabi l i ty  goals, 
Sirnplif'y equipment design by taking full advantage of the greater 
weight and volume capability afforded by syacecraf't designed for  
new launch vehicles. 
Avoid new technology development but exploit new technologjy that k.8 
been reduced t o  hardware. 
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( * i )  Trwic>ofi' t h  usc? of a. general purposc! computer f o r  C D n ,  S t ab l l i za -  
1 i o n  :md Gont.ro1, md other spacecraft functions wainst  alternate 
mc>clmn iaat, ions 
( F )  Increase t.hc volume of cl.cctronic equipment (x2 or more) tc reduce 
packacinc density, thus reducing dosign and manufacturing costs . 
(9) U s e  larger, higher-ratcd parts h circuit  design t o  reduce stress 
on parts,  increase confidence i n  performance, and reduce testing 
costs . 
(10) Desi@ for in-orbit maintenance by mooularization t o  make possible 
the program cost savings tha t  derive fran checkout and repair i n  
the Space Shuttle cargo bay. 
7.5.2 Ex,mplcs of Law-Cost Desims of Comunicatiou, Data process in^ am3 
Instrumentation Subsystems 
7.5.2.1 Orbitinp, Astronomical Observatory ( OAO) 
a. 
Subsystem are as follows: 
I n i t i a l  Desim - OAO-B CDPI: Subsystem. The fbnctians of the OAO CDPI 
collect, store, and transmit experiment data t o  pound receiving 
stat! m s  
collect, store, and transmit experiment and spacecraft equipment 
statns information to pound receiving stations 
provide a beacon signal far grcrutd stations to track the spacecraFt 
receive, decode, and distribute real-time and stored camnand in- 
formation *an gramd stations t o  control operation of obsemtury 
equipaent 
provide observatory syaten ti- and progrdng A;mcticme. 
7-50 
Func.i.ion:tl rclatioiiships of the OAO CDFT Subsystem a r c  shown i n  F ie .  7-30. 
Comuiicitions equipment for  receiving ground coaonand signals and transEitting 
trackinr: xifnals, command verification signals, and spacecraft and experiment 
dntn consisted of four radio links: 
Radio cammmd (149.52 MHz) 
0 Radio trackin& beacon (136 MHz) ' 
0 Widebrrnd telcmctry (400 WZ)  
0 Nrtrruwbtmd telemetry (136 Nz) 
The radio command system included redundant corrmand receivers used w i t h  two 
antennas i n  a diversity receiving system. 
rcdundmcy pruvided the radio link for gr& cantrol of the spacecraft sub- 
systems and experiment apparatus. 
Four receivers and two antennas for 
The radio tracking beacon supplied a continuoUs signal t o  fac i l i t a te  graund 
trackinf: of the spacecr8ft. 
trnnsmitters. 
Ground colllllEllLd selected either of two identical 
Th:9 wideband telemetry l ink  cmsisted of two $rananitterse 
transmit.ted analog or digi ta l  data f'ran the experimenters' units or digi ta l  
date, from the spacecraft. 
m i t t e d :  
transmitted from storage or i n  real time. 
Ground crrrnurnd 
Ground comnslkd also selected th2 data t o  be trans- 
analog data were transmitted only i n  real time; digital data were . 
The narrowband telemetry link consisted of two identical trmsmitters. 
command selected t o  transmit spacecraft status data, co111138nd verification, 
canmand memory dwp, or stored status or experiment data. 
G r d  
From a functional standpoint, excluding the redunlmcy of transadtters and 
receivers, and antenna radiatore, an antenna set operated at appmcbmtely 
136 MHz with the tracking beecan md narrowband telemetry trandtter and at 
approximately 148 MHz with the crmaud receivere. An ultrahigh m m w  
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,ml.(~m~ s c t  workd  with the wideband telemetry at approximately 400 MHz. This 
a q f . ( ~ i i i ~  wrn.np,cmunt furnished nearly omnidirectional coverage about the  obser- 
vatmry 
The. onhoru'd data-processing subsystem included circuits and storage capabili- 
tics to verify, decode, store, and distribute dieital  spacecraft-control and 
expcrimcnt cmands.  
storage on pound command. 
synchronization and for use by experiment and spacecraft equipments. 
t c m  also included spacecraft and experiment data handling equipment t o  accept 
d i g i t a l  data, accept and convert analog data t o  digi ta l  data, and t o  assemble 
those data into a suitable format for storage or real-time transmission to the 
craund. 
der t o  program data storage. 
r:qc was permissible. 
data-storage system. 
i n  a cyclic time sequence controlled by a real-time programmer included as pa& 
of the  experiment data-handling equipment. 
It d s o  stored d ig i ta l  data and transmitted them from 
The system provided timing s ima l s  for internal 
The sys- 
The digi ta l  and analog gate circuitry was available for the experimen- 
Random programning of experiment data into sto- 
Real-time transmission of experiment data backed up the 
During real-time transmission, &&a sources were sampled 
The comnand system contained circuits for decoding, distributing, and storing 
cmands received fran the ground-command station Over the radio command re- 
ceiver system. The co-d decoder i-dled the real-time co!umands t o  be ex- 
ecuted immediately af ter  verification in the spacecraft, and the stored com- 
mands t o  be placed i n  storage (after onboard verification) for execution at a . 
la ter  time. 
Both real-time and stored commands could be transmitted Over the narrowband 
telemetry link, and coxnand memory could be transmitted Over the wideband 
telemetry link t o  permit wound verification. 
mable and could be executed i n  small time-address increments, If two or more 
comnands had. the same execution time code, they were executed within the seme 
increment i n  the same order received. 
In addition, all commands could be retransmitted t o  the ground. 
G t o r e d  cannnands were program- 
A system 
tany 
clock pruvided the timing signals or pulses reqtdred by the obseroa- 
synchronized all data word8 ami c m  words. 
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K n c ( ~ i ~ v I  ana1.0~: dntn and data originally generated in  b inary  form werc asxmblcd 
in1c-r  x : : l l i t % D 1 C  format for storage or real-time transmi6sio.i to the ground over 
t h  narrowband-transmitter system. 
Thc cquipncnt required t o  mechanize the initial-design OAO-B CDFT Subsystem is 
s h m  i n  the  fol3.awing l ist .  
- Item - 
Comand Rzceiver 
Radic? Tracking Beacon 
Narrow-Band Transmitter 
Wide-Band Transmitter 
Diplexer 
Pgbrid Junctions 
Ait enna 
P r i m a r y  Processor & Data Storage 
Progrrurmer & St.  Signal Controller 
Experiment Data Handling Equip. 
Spacecraft Data Handling Equip, 
Spacecraft Systems Controller 
Signal Conditioning U n i t  
A u x i l i a r y  Command Memory 
Instrumentation (Set) 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The Experiment and Spacecraft Data handling equipment read, encoded, and as- 
sembled digital ,  bi-level, and analog data signals into a format suitrible for 
transmission or storage. 
The Primary Processar 
Signal Controller performed the following Arnctiars: 
Data Storage unit and the Programaer U Star T r a c k e ~  
V e r i f p  the accuracy of gramd camads 
Prwidecamnandstorege 
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Xxccute st,orcii or real-time Lommands 
Supply a l l  bnsjc s imnls  for t h e  spacecraft 
bovidc data storage 
0 Control t h e  sequencing of operatior-. 
0 Control L . t ?  m d e  of operation of the gim’oalled star trackers 
The functions of the other equipment are self-evident. 
b. Law-Cost OAO Comrmnication, Data Processirp;. and Instrumentation Subsystem. 
F‘unctionnl elements between the dashed l ines -f  previous Fig. 7-29 canprise the 
P3t.a Processing System (DPS). Two possible approaches t o  the DPS design are 
(1) scp,vntc camnand decoders, programers, multiplexers, A-D converters and 
cor(\ stomp as in the Baseline OAO-B OPT. Subsystem deFign, and (2) use of a 
c4%nl.rxl computer i n  an integrated data processing system. The low-cost Stabil- 
i:-.it,ion and Control subsystem requires the use of a digital compllter t o  perform 
control system computations. Since the complter contains storage elements and - 
provides f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  sequencing, formatting, decoding and multiplexing f’unc- 
t . i m p ,  it can be uti l ized t o  great advantage as the  central unit  i n  the DPS. 
With t h i s  approach, inflexible hardware is  eliminated by the use of computer 
software programs which can be changed readily t o  suit  evolutionary experiment 
nnd spacecraft operational changes. Therefore this approach has been adopted 
j n  the  low-cost CDR&I Subsystem design. 
The low-cost OAO CDPI Subsystem block diagram i s  presented i n  Fig. 731. 
The Data Processing System (DPS) consists of a Data Distribution Unit  (DIIJ), 
Interface and Timing Unit (ITU), and redundant computers. The integrated DPS . 
performs a l l  the data handling, timing, sequencing, camnand decoding, s86: Sub- 
system camputation, and data storage f”unctions. 
interfaces with all other spacecraf‘t and experbent equipment, 
essentially a junction box plus submultiplexers for instn;lmentation. 
provides timing, multiplexing, analog-todigital emversion, eud is the pri- 
m s c y  conaguter/spacecraft interface. The coasprter pruvidee the colaputatIan and 
stcrage functions. 
?:he DIRI and TJ!U provide the 
The DW is 
The 
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Thrl f .*y rccorder i s  operated under control 
rccordr, dn tn  nL 7.042 bps and plays hsck a t  66.7 kbps. 
corc'lcr i s  routed via the DDU t o  the WBT for  transmission t o  the wound sta- 
tions. 
of 1," hours. 
f the computer via the DIU and 
Output of the tape re- 
6 
Recording capability is 43.2 :: 10 b i t s  for a m a x i n u n  recording time 
The Widcbmd Transmitter (WBT) accepts modulation data at either 1042 bps or 
66.7 kbpps from t h e  DlXJ and transmits it on a carrier frequency at  400 MHz 
t.h-rour-J? two orthogonal, l inear ly  polarized antennas. The transmitter power 
output i s  equally divided by the hybrid t o  feed the two antennas. 
The Xarrowband Transmitter (NBT) accepts modulation data at 1042 bps from t h e  
DDU anci transmits it as FCM/PM on a carrier frequency of 136=137 MHz via the 
two orthogonal, linearly polarized VHF antennas. 
mitter power equally between the two antennas; the diplexers provide isolation 
between the telemetry and camand frequencies which share the same antenna, 
The hybrid divides the trans- 
Two AM command receivers are used t o  prwide polarization diversity reception 
which assures comnand reception regardless of spacecraft attitude. The re- 
cciver outputs are combined for  a common video detector which demodulates the 
FSK subcarriers t o  recover the E M  camand words. 
are then presented t o  the computer via the I!l!U for verification and execution 
or storage . 
The digital  cornnand words 
Interface with the Space Shuttle launch vehicle is by means of c o d a l  RF l ines  
and RF switches which enable exercise of the payload including telemetry trans- 
mitters and coinnand receivers, The Shuttle interface equipment may either pro- 
vide m-board checkaut and diagnostic8 or nerve aa a relay station t o  the data 
acquisition network. 
The equipment of the baseline CIAO-B CDPI: &beyetem ami the low-cost OAO CDFT 
SUbSyStm W CQapaSed fig, 7-32. 
Item OAO -B CDPI 
Command Receiver 
Radio Tracking Beacon 
Narrow-Band Transmitter 
Wide-Band Transmitter 
D i  plexe r 
Iwbrid Junctions 
Ant cnna 
Primmy Processor 8a Data Storage 
Prommer & St. S i p a l  Controller 
Experiment Data Handling Equip. 
Spacecraft Data Handling Equip. 
Spacecraft Systems Controller 
Signal Conditioning Unit 
Auxiliary Command Memory 
Instrumentation (Set) 
Digital Computer 
Interface & Timing Unit (ITU) 
Data D i s t r i b u t i o n  Unit (DIU) 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 
- 
- 
Low-Cost 
OAO 
CDPI 
Fig.  7-32 OAO-B and Low-Cost OAO CDEl Subsystem Equipment Coenparison 
The d i g i t a l  computer, ITU, a d  DDU of the low-cost OAO CDFT subsystem replace 
seven major electrcmic units of the OAO-B CDm subsystem, and replace numerout3 
electronic units of the OAO-B Stabilization & Control subsystem. The incor- 
poratian of the computer is the mod significant cost-saving change made in . 
redesigning the CDPI mibt3ystem. Two complters 8mi two in time-share re- 
dundancy are required t o  met the reliability goal for the arbeyetea. 
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The rstimntcd costs of thc low-cost OAO CDFT Subsystem are compared with the 
CO::~:: of t h e  initial-dosim subsystem i n  Fie. 7-33. 
7.5.F.2 Synchronous Equatorial Orbiter (SEO). 
a* 
qystexrnrc ns follows: 
- I n i t 8 i n l  Dcsim - SEO/CDPI SubsyRtem. The functions of the  SEO CDEl sub- 
Transmit photographic, vidicon, spacecraft performance, and cantnand 
verification data frm the Spacecraft t o  ground stations. 
Receive and decode canmands trammitted f'ran ground stations t o  the 
SEO and t o  temporarily store the received camnands for  ver i f ica t im 
purposes. 
Condition a l l  spacecraft data other than video data prior t o  multi- 
plexing/encoding ard t o  multiplex/encode a l l  non-trldeo data prior 
t o  telemetering t o  graund stations, 
Sense certain conditions anci parameters indicative of the Spee sub- 
systems' p e r f m c e ,  
The baseline SED CDPI mibsysta includes the following major equipnent: 
S-band transponder, a tape recorder, 81 high-gaiwantenna, a traveling wave 
tube amplifier, a modulation selectur, a canmand decoder, a low-gain anterm, 
a FCM Multiplex-Encoder, and pressure and temperature sensors. 
An 
The block diagram of the subsystem i s  prese#ted i n  Fig. 7-34, 
D i g i t a l  end analog instrumentation signals representing s p a c e c r ~  equipment 
statue are sent, t o  the WiLtiplwcer/Encoder t o  be ccaibined with 8i@mlt3 ilropa 
the  environmental .$en8ors and camuuzd V e r i f i c a t i o n  data. 
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Thc !hi1 t il)lcxc--r/Fncoder consists of an analog multiplexer and A-D convcrtcr 
to ciiq-it i-c 78 maloc channels to 8-b;t accuracy and interleave the resulting 
dil:it.al ct7tx with t h e  data of t h e  digital input channels. 
fr,mp consists of 128 9-bit words including a 43-bit Legendre code for frame 
sync:it’mization. The 
dat? h x  a PCM/NRZ-M format and is presented to the Modulation Selectar where 
it. i s  FSK-modulated onto a subcarrier frequency at 30 KHz. The 30 KHz status 
t r l c w t r y  subcarrier i s  cmbined w i t h  either one of the experiment subcarriers 
t o  form a baseband signal t o  phase modulate the carrier frequency. 
Thc d t p u t  data 
The data fYame i s  read out serially a t  a 50 bps rate. 
The Photo Subsystem produces a DC t o  230 KHz analog signal. 
nal is presented t o  the Modulation Selector where it is  vestigial-sideband 
modulated onto a 310 KHz subcarrier. 
reference, obtained by dividing the 310 KHz subcarrier by 8, is  l inesrly sunmed 
w i t h  the  status tel-emetry subcarrier b r i n g  photo readuut. 
phase modulates the carrier frequency for transmissicm. 
This analog sig- 
The video subcarrier and a subcarrier 
The baseband then 
The Vidicon Subsystem video signal i s  encded to 9 bits  per picture element 
t o  provide a 1.64 Mbps serial bttstreara. 
8 recarder which i s  required t o  store up to  36 (3.9 x 10 bits total). 
Readout rate is slowed t o  32 Kbps serial PICM. ! h i s  dab i s  frequency modu- 
lated (FM) onto a subcarrier frequency at 150 II& for transmission sequentially 
with the photo data. As a backup mode, the analog signal may be nrob\rlated onto 
the phcto data subcarrier for realtime readcrut. 
This data is s t d  i n  a digital  tape 
The W u h t i o n  Selector selects and modulates data subcarriers under control 
0; the P l i g h t  procP.anmer. Mode 1 pro- 
vides telemetry subcarrier arly for combination with range corfe data .t;O modu- 
la te  the carrier* Mode 2 provides telemetry 31118 photo data subcarriers bo 
Four operational bodes are provided. 
modulate the carrier. 
for hi@ power tn~n9mj3sicm. W e  4 pawides ~Idiecm data plw telemetry -3- 
carriers t o  nmiulate the carrier. 
Mode 3 -des telemetry only to mdulake the carrier 
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Thv fr-~v::pondw rcceivcs a carrier frequency i n  the ranee of 2110 t o  2120 MHz 
w h i c h  C--U; hc mudulrrtcd with command subcarriers and range code signals. I n  
t.lr.. ccslir-rmt m d e ,  t h e  received carrier i s  translated up in frequency by t h e  
m t  io of 2hO/221 t o  povidc a coherent transmitter frequency. The PRN range 
corit. :inti cormauld subcarriers a r c  dcmoddatcd i n  the receiver portion of the 
trtmspondcr. 
3 brr,.;cb,md cignal which i s  modulated onto. the damlink carrier frequency t o  
providc two-wqy range tracking. 
c m m d  decoder for comand extraction. Phase modulation of the carrier i s  
used t o  control the 3pectral distribution of the modulated signal. 
lation irdex i s  selected t o  optimize the power distribution between the carrier 
nnd dnta subcarriers. 
t h c  omni antenna for transmission of range and telemetry data. 
use a portion of the transponder m e r  output t o  drive the lckl l!bJT amplifier 
for tmmsmission via the high gain antenna. The high g a b  antenna has a 10- 
d ~ c  b e w i d t h  and d.epends upon the att i tude s tabi l i ty  of the vehicle t o  keep 
it pointd a t  the e;raund station. 
The r m p  code i s  combined with the telemetry subcarrier t o  form 
The wxnmand subcarriers are presented t o  the  
The modu- 
Mode 1 uses the O.% output of the transponder to drive 
The other modes 
The comnand decoder demodulates ccmnand subcarriers received PKlm the trans- 
ponder and stores each camnand temporarily. 
the command is  ruuted t o  the Flight &ogrruaaer ard is readaut t o  the ground via 
telemetry . 
m e r  verification for validity, 
i 
bo Low-Cost SeO CDm Subsystem. !he block d w a m  of the baseline CDFC . 
Subsystem (previous Fig. 7-34) is also applicable t o  the low-cost SEO CDPI: 
Subsystem; and the descripion of the operation of the baseline SKI CDP!t ap- 
plies equally t o  the low-cost SK) CDPI. 
Cost savings have been 8ccanplished i n  the design and dmlapment of the lnr- 
cost S M )  CDPI \ry the application of the design guideline8 in paragraph 7.5.1. 
The costs of the law-coat 8E#) CDm atd the baeeline 8;1#) CDPX are coaapsred in 
pretrfaus Fig. 7-33. 
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7.6.1 Bn::ic Recomeodd Desim Approaches 
Mosl Klcct,rical Power subsystems of spacecraf't employ solar arrays for t he  con- 
vci::ion of so lar  c ersf t o  electrical  energy and batteries for the storage of 
c l ~ c t r i c z l  energy, 
teries, t h e  convcrsic-i of voltages, and the distribution of electrical  power. 
Thcy include equipanent t o  control the chargtng of the bat- 
Changes i n  t he  d c s i p  af spacecraft batteries do not promise significant cost 
savings. 
cost savings w i l l  accrue t o  the national space proc~am. 
However, i f  battery sizes cam be limited i n  Ilumber mcl Rtmlardized, 
The cost of equipment for regulation and coolt.-*ol of electrical  p e r  can be 
rcduced by simpler, low-density packaging ami bj sta~dardization. 
Rclaxaticn of weight awl vrlume congtraint.8 W i l l  resul t  i n  lower casts for 
solar arrays, which CM be of simpler design and can be d e  of lm-cost struc- 
tural materials and lower-rated, less coatw solar cells. 
Costs of Electrical Power subsystems can be reducd 'by using the following 
guidelines i n  design: 
(1) Select the s b p l e s t  system, that w i l l  meet specification require- 
ments, to reduce deaign, analysis, fabricatiom., a d  testing efforts. 
(2) Do not mer-specify perfawance regluirements. 
(3) Establisn re l iab i l i ty  gaals based on in-orbit checkout capability 
of the Space Shuttle. 
(4) Limit equiprent rehdancies d be,cku@ operating modes to thoee 
specifically required by reliability gods. 
( 5 )  Simplify equipment design by tak ing  fill advantage of t h e  greater 
weight and volume capability afforded by spacecraft; desiaed for 
new launch vehicles . 
(6) Avoid new technology development but exploit new technology that 
has been reduced t o  hardware. 
(7) Design l aw density electronic equipment. 
(8) Design for in-orbit maintenance by modularization. 
7.6.2 Exampies of Law-Cost Designs of Electricctl Power Subsystems 
7.6.2.1 Orbitina Astronanical Observatory (OAO) 
a. 
thc OAO-B Electrical Power Subsystem (Em) are shown i n  Fig. 7-35. 
solar cell array and three secondary nickel cadmium batteries supplied contin- 
uous power t o  the system loads during orbital  l ight and dark periods, respect- 
ively. 
spacecraft subsystem eguipsnents requiring regulated dc or ac input voltages. 
The nominal unregulated bus voltage was 30 volts and varied from 24 bolts t o  
35 volts, depending on the particular OAO operating mode. 
I n i t i r t l  Design - OAO Electrical Power Subsystem. The major equipments for 
A silicon 
A dc-dc converter and a dc-ac inverter m i s h e d  pmer t o  each of the 
The Electrical Power Subsystem ccxprised the following major equipments: 
(1) Solar Cell Array - The solar ce l l  array converted solar energy t o  
electrical  energy. The arrv consisted of faur main and four aux- 
i l i a ry  paddles with solar cells on me siae only. The cells were 
diff'used junctian I cm P silicon (1 cm x 2 cm) with 6 mil (0.15 rrm) 
carterglasses. The array contained 53,992 cells, and the aperating 
voltage was 0-50 VDC approximately. 
- 
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(7) 
(9) 
Voltngc Regulator and Converter - The volta,ye regulator and converter 
canvcrted unregulated. ( 2 3  t o  35v) D.C. voltage t o  five regulated D.C. 
voltciEe levels (+28v, -28v, +18v, +I&, -1Ov). 
Valt.ncr! Inverter - The voltage inverter convertad unregulated (231 
t o  3 h )  D.C. voltage t o  regulated AC "oltag-, ( 1 1 5 ~  l$, 115v 2$, and 
llTjv 3)4)* 
N.tCd Rattcries - The N i C d  batteries suppiied pcver t o  the spacecraft 
during dark periods and aided i n  supplying peak loads fiuring l ight  
periods, The batteries supplied p e r  at 23 volts t o  29 volts. 
Power Controller Uni t  (FCU) - The F e r  controller unit controlled 
individual battery charging, provlded solar array power t o  the  vn- . 
rewlated bus, pruvfded graund command capability, and provided bi-  
level telemetry information on the Electrical Power Subsystem status. 
Pw?r Regulator Unit  (PRU) - The &er regulator unit  regulated bat- 
tery charging voltage t o  the level indicated by the €CU, provided a 
s i g a l  t o  the €VU statusing the  main regulator, and pravided ,311 al- 
ternate suurce of regulated voltage following main regulator failure. 
Diode Box - The diode box supplied mer t o  the unregulated bus dnr- 
ing both l ight  and dark periods, provided diode isolation between 
batteries a?? trsnsfered battery chmge current from the charge bus 
t o  the batteries 
I 
I 
1 
Power Distribution Panel (PDU), Regdated BILd Unregulated - The 
power distribution panel provided the centr8l distribution point for 
a l l  spacecraft p e r ,  and housed all power line fuses, carrent sen- 
sors, relays, etc. 
State of C h a r g e  Unit (SOCV) - The state of charge unit  monitored 
battery charge and dischafge operation ue%g ampere-hour integrators 
and adhydrodes, and telemetered data. The unit  was not n0rmallyA.n 
7-67 
t.hc primrtry bnt tery chary;ir.f: loop and required two cnabliny: opera- 
tions t o  prwidc  an input t o  the  FCU. 
(10) B n t t c r y  Current - Shunt Assy - The battery cur ren t  shunt assembly 
mcasurcd battery charge/dischssge currents and provided proportional 
outputs t o  the SOCU Amp-& integrators. 
The cncrfy requirements imposed on the Ek were directly dependent on the op- 
erational mode of the sa te l l i t e .  
depended on the sa t e l l i t e  orientation with respect t o  the sun, because of the  
fixed array configuration. The sa t e l l i t e  energy statas was monitored and the 
owrat ing modes were controlled i n  order t o  prevent stored energy fa l l ing  be= 
low predetermined minimum requirements. An operating d e ,  sunbathing, could 
bc i n i t i a t e d  if t.he system energy state were running d m ,  In  sunbathing the 
sa t e l l i t e  was oriented t o  position the fixed solar array normal t o  the gu11's 
rcays. 
t o  returning the bat ter ies  t o  f u l l  charge. 
The energy supply capabilities of the EPS 
The satellite was powered down and a l l  exces8 electrical power went in- 
I n  general, the EPS operated as follows: 
(1) The satellite entered the sunlight, with the batteries having sup- 
plied a l l  energy requirements during the  previous dark period, 
(2) Battery charging camnenced in the shunt mode (direct connection of 
the solar array t o  all bat ter ies  In parallel) .  
(3)  When a battery limiting condition was reached, the  charge mode w a s  
changed from s h t  t o  regulated mode, and a taper charge was then 
established an tha t  battery for the remainder of the l igh t  period. 
(4) The satellite entered the dark period, battery charging ceased, and 
the bat ter ies  supplied the spacecraft load, 
I 
b, Low-Cost OAO Electrical  Power Bubsystem, 'Phe block diegram of the base- 
l i n e  0AO.B Electrical Power R&sgstem (previous Fig. 735) is also applicable 
7-68 
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I f.110 luw-cost OAO E1ect:ical Power Subsystcrrl; and the  descriptions of t h e  
cquipmcnt ,and operation of the 1aseline OAO-B EPS m e ,  i n  general, 
t.o thc low-cost OAO EPS. 
d c s i m  of t h e  solar array t o  reduce costs. 
shmm i n  Fics. 7-36 and 7-37, consists of two r i g i d  paddles i n  contrast t o  the 
two :Ist,iculatcd paddles, each consisting of four panels, of the  i n i t i a l  design 
applicable 
However: significant changes have been made i n  the 
The low-cost OAO solar array, 
OAO -I3 . 
Ench of t h e  two paddles of the low-cost OAO solar mray consists o f  16 sf x 40" 
(0.2 x 1.02 m) p n e l s ,  four 18" x 20" (0.46 x 0.51 m) panels, and two 9" by 40" 
(0.23 x 1.02 m )  panels a l l  bolted t o  an alumi.mn structural f'rame. 
n rc  m d c  of aluminum sheet stiffened by aluminum angles flush-riveted t o  one 
s ide of t he  sheet. The solar cel ls  are cemented t o  the other side i n  appropri- 
a t e  series-parallel grouping. 
cwc! heavier but considerably less costly than paddle structures of honeycomb 
and othnr lightweight materials. 
The panels 
Solar paddle structures constructed i n  th i s  way 
2 cm x 2 cm solar cells (rather than 1 cm x 2 cm cells) ,  are used i n  the solar 
array of the low-cost OAO with consequent Etavings i n  assenibly labor, 20 mil 
(0.5 mm) glass cwers are used and losses dve t o  breakage i n  fabrication and 
installation of the covers are reduced. 
used when available t o  f'urther reduce solar array assembly costs. 
2 cm x 4 cm sol- ce l l s  should be 
The most significant factor contributifig t o  the lower cost of the low-cost 
OAO solar array is  the use of marly more solar cells from a production l o t  of 
cells  thus reducing the cost per ceJL 
ted for mechanical defects and apprm.:,^ ht.-.& 25 percent are rejected. The re-. 
mining cel ls  are then tested t o  detem*ne a current rating for each cel l ,  
The current rating distribution of a typical lot of ce l l s  i s  presented in Fig, 
7-38, It has been the practice in space programs t o  redect approximately one- 
third of the lowest rated cells (all cells below 132 ma of the e#lmple lot) 
t o  minimize the nuniber of ce l l8  (snd hence the weight) of a solar srray with 
a given power autprt. ' 
4 I c t  of solar cel ls  is first inspec- 
' 
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For thr low-cost OAO solar array w e i g h t  is not a constraint and approximztely 
97.:) p + w x n t  of the fiinctional cells  of a rncanufacturinG lot (all cells above 
110 TW of the cx<unple L o t )  may be used. 
WIPI Q7.5 percent. of the hrnctional cells  of a lo t ,  rather than 66.7 percent, 
rn. i i : x d ,  thc avcrwe cost per watt of output power is reduced 30 percent (cost 
rr:!iic+ ion) lLIHz the t d a l  number of cel ls  i n  ~n array increases 2 percent (weight 
incrcinsc) . 
Other cost saving tedmiques used in  the design of the law-cost OAO Electrical 
b e r  subsystem include simplified, low density padmging of charge controllers, 
remlntors, inverters and ather canponents. 
The costs of the low-cost OAO EPS tme compared with thz costs of the baseline 
OAO-B EPS in Fig. 7-39. 
7.6.2.2 Synchronous Equatorial Orbiter (sw)). f 
! 
I 
a. 
thc  baseline SEO E l e c t r i c a l  Power 3ubsystem (EPS) are sham i n  Fig, 740, 
silicon solar ce l l  array 876 four secondazy nickel cadmium batteries supply 
continuous-power to the system loads during orbital light and dark periods, re-- 
spectively. 
ing the spacecraf't subsystems.* The subsgstears caaditiaa this dc pa& as re- 
quired with the inditrlduel power mpplies. The m m b a l  unregulated bus -1- 
tage is 28 volts and may varg Fram 23 volts t o  35 volts, depending on the SIQO 
aperating mode. 
Initial Desim - SEO Electrical Power Subsystem. The major e q u i p n t s  for 
A 
The pcnrer system pruvfderr unregulated dc power t o  the Bus supply- 
The mectrical  h e r  Subsystem camprises the following major equipslents: 
(1) solar Cell - The so- cell array converts solar encrgg t o  
electricel  energy. The arrq consist8 of tw peddle8 with C e l l 8  
on one side, The cells are phosphosaus d i m s t i d  H/P silicon (2 x 
2 o), 12 mile (0.3 nn) thick with 20 m i l  (0.5 m) merglesaes. 
- 
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The ,wrny contains 10,752 cells. 
VDC approximately. 
track the sun in one axis and a slipring power transfer assembly is 
provided for each paddle. 
The array operating voltage is 0-50 . 
The two arrey paddles are individually driven t o  
( 2 )  VoltaEe Regulator -- On-arrv Zener diode shunt voltage limiters op- 
crate t o  provide an uaregu{ated-24 t o  35 vdc t o  the  Power Distribu- 
t i o n  hit and the Battery harge  Controllers. 
(3)  NiCd Batteries - N i C d  batteries supply power t o  the spacecraft sub- 
systems during dark periods cmd aid i n  supplying peak loads during 
light perieds. The batteries supply power & 23 ta 29 volts. 
(4) State-of-Charge Unit  - The state-of-chargs unit monitors battery 
charge and discharge operation using ampere-hour integrators and 
provides data on battery charge status t o  the T/M system. 
tage is 23-24 VDC unregulated. 
The vol- 
( 5 )  Battery Current Shunt Assembly - “he battery current shunt assembly 
measures battery charge and discharge currents and provides propor- 
tional outputs t o  the State of Chgwge Unit for use in Amp. &. in- 
tegrators. 
( 6 )  Battery charge Cantrollers - Battery charge controllers control bat- 
t e r y  charging to levels appropriate for the temperature and state of. 
battery charge. 
Tracker Pulse Generator - The tracker pulse generator pravides in- 
put pulses to the solar ax- drive motor controller a t  the fixed 
rate required for sun tracking. !&e timing reference used is the 
EX0 clock timer &put. 
(7) 
(8) &!!or Controller - The motor controller provides switching of un- 
regulated 28 wic t o  the phases of the stepper aotors in prqxxr ~ e -  
quence ami far t inmd duration t o  rutate the solaf arn& The t ime 
7-76 
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of mcrc iz inc  phases i s  established by t h e  pulses received from t h e  
Trnckrr Arlsc Generator 
Trqckcr Drivc Mot-ors - Thc tracker drive motors step 90 dep: when ac- 
t ivxtcd by t h e  Motor Controller and provide the force t o  rotate t h e  
solar array, i n  steps, thruugh a p a r  box. 
Power Transfer  Assembly - A sl i fwing asscmbly attached t o  each ro- 
ta t inc solar paddle sha f t  allows array power and instrumentation 
siwnls t o  be picked up by a brush assembly attsched t o  t h e  vehicle 
structure. 
array paddles and contimaus 360 deg tracking of the arrays is  pro- 
vided. 
A power t rmsfer  assembly is used on each of the  two 
Power Distribution U n i t  - The power distribution unit provides the 
central distribution point for a l l  spacecraft unregulated 28 vdc 
p e r ,  and huuses line fuses, current sensors, relays, etc. 
I n  synchronous equatorial orbit  the SEO experiences eclipse shading for from 
zero t o  72 minutes fur two periods of 44 days each during one year. The EPS 
operates as follows: 
(1) The sa te l l i t e  enters s u n l i a t ,  with the batteries having supplied 
a l l  energy reqyhemerrts during the preceding dark period. 
(2) Battery charging carrnences at the maxi urn rate and continues until 
the next dark period. 
(3) The sa t e l l i t e  enters the dark period, battery charging ceases, and 
the batteries supply the qacecra¶?t load. 
(4) When the eclipse seaSm is mer, the batteries are conS-i;inuausly 
trickle charged. 
b. Low-Cod SEO Electrical h e r  &baystem, The block dicrmp.ama of the  8Eo 
Electrical Power hbeystem (Fig. 7-40) 18 also applicable to the lm-cO8t 
r. 
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SEO I:lcct.rical Power 8ubLsystem; and the descriptions of the equipment and oper- 
a t ion  of thft baseline SEO Em are ,  i n  general, applicable t o  the low-cost SM) 
EPS. 
The solar army of the low-cost SEO shown i n  Fig. 7-41 incorporates the design 
conccpts employed i n  the design of the solar array for the law-cost OAO des- 
cribed i n  para. 7.6.2.1(b). 
t u r e  and the solar cell substrate; md 97.5 percent of the functional solar 
cel ls  from each manufacturing lo t  of cel ls  are used. 
packaging is used i n  the design of charge controllers and other EPS equipment. 
A'Lumimrm sheet metal is used for the paddle struc- 
Simplified, low density 
The cstimated costs of the low-cost SEO Electrical Power Subsystem are canpared 
w i t h  the costs of the  baseline SM) EPS i n  previous Fig. 7-39. 
7.6.2.3 
is configured as shown i n  Fig. 7-62. The principal  difference between the low- 
cost SRS EPS ;Ind the baseline SRS EPS is in  the contrasting solar array config- 
urations 
Small Research Satell i te.  (SRS) . The SRS Eps is  re'latively simple and 
The solar array of the baseline SRS consists of six erectable, articulatved so- 
lar paddles ma some body-mounted solar cells. Tbe solar arrw of the low- 
cost SRS consists entirely of body mourited solar cells; the ce l l s  are cemented 
into eight stiffened aluminum panels 20" x 26.9" (0.51 x 0.69 m) that are bolted 
t o  the spacecraft structure 88 described previous para. 7.2.2.3. This lw-. 
cost design i s  possible because of t~ larger surface area of the l W - C O S t  m, 
which, i n  turn ,  i a  made possible by the relaxation of wejgbt a& voltape con- 
straints 01 the design of the epacecraf't. The estimated costs of the  1m-cost 
SRS EPS m e  compared with the m&a of the initlal-deaign E M  in previm Ng. 
7-39. 
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7.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES 
In t . h i s  documnt,  by definition, the Attitude Control subsystem i s  l imited t o  
sy:;I.cmr, t h a t  produce torques by the expulsion of mass for  stabilization of space- 
c r n f t . .  
cmployinr: cold cas. 
comprrd to other spacecraft subsystems ; however, modest cost reductions may be 
nccomplishcd i n  their  design by simplification and by the elimination of high 
cost materials. Furthermore, when weight and volume restrictions on spacecraft 
desim m e  relaxed, cold gas systems may be used t o  the exclusion of such costly 
control systems as momentum wheels and magnetic torquing systems. 
Considerntion of such systems at t h i s  time i s  further l i m i t e d  t o  those 
Essentially simple, such systems me  relatively l o w  i n  cost 
7.7.;: Exmple  of Low-Cost Designs of Attitude Control Subsystems 
A low-co:;t Attitude Control Subsystem for an OAO-type -load has been designed 
t o  rcplxcc. the equivalent subsystem of the inltisl-desiga OAO-B. 
a. Initial-Desipr, OAO Attitude Control Subsystem - This B I t b S J r s f ~  Canprieed: 
Coarse Momentum Wheels (3 wheels) 
Primary Pneumatic (cold gas) System 
Secondary Pneumatic (cold gas) System 
0 Magnetic Wheel Unloading System 
These systems are described i n  succeeding paragraphs. 
(1) Coarse Momentum Wheels - The coarse lwmentum wheels were used t o  slew 
the spacecraft f'rom one pointing att i tude t o  another. Each wheel and 
i t s  drive motor were an integral unit. The motor was built "inside- 
out" with the stator inside rather than outside o f  the rotor. Tkrus, 
the rotor had a larger moment of iner t ia  than it would have if  it 
were a conventional design. The motar wan a 40 pole, two-phase de- 
vice that could not start or continue to run unlese voltage WIU pre- 
serrt in both phases, The cows8 wheels operated intermittently. 
( 2 )  l%c?iim2tic System -- The pneumatic system performed t h e  furictim:: of 
providinq, reaction mass and thrust fo r  i n i t i a l  stabilization of the 
OAO, for torque unloading of the OAO and fo r  RAPS (Rate md Po-- .,ition 
Sensor) control of the OAO. It was composed of a primary system and 
IL cccondary system which wcre interconnected such t h a t  both systems 
wcrc "filled" thruup;h a common f i l l  f i t t i n g  and cuuld be "dumped" 
through a camnon dump f i t t i n g .  .Both the primary and secondasy high 
thrust j c t s  were normally used for i n i t i a l  stabilization or resta- 
bilization. 
bathing or attitude-hold modes of operation. 
The primary low thrust j e t s  wertl used for RAPS sun- 
The primary pneumatic system (Fig. 7-43) used pressurized dry nitro- 
gen propellant stored i n  four spherical tanks, each capable of hold- 
ing 8 l b s  (3.6 kg) of dry nitrogen at a pressure of 3250 psi  (22 x 
IO6 N / X ~ ~ ) ~  
The Secondary Pneumatic System, Fig. 7-44, was almost identical t o  ths 
Primary est-em. There were four tanks holding 8 l b s  (3.6 kg) of dry 
nitrogen each at 3250 psi  (22 x 10 N/m ) connected t o  t'ne manifold. 
Normally during i n i t i a l  stabilization and ro l l  search, both Primary and 
Secondary systems would be operating. 
system could be shut off by ground camand. This m i g h t  be desired if 
small corrections i n  vehicle rates or orientation w e r e  desired or if 
the jets on one system bere stuck open. The secondary high thrust jets, 
only, were fired by signals frun the RAPS controller. 
6 2  
Either the primary or secondary 
The 18 nozzle assemblies used i n  both the Primacly and Secondary Pneuma- 
t i c  oyetems were similar. 
solenoid shutoff valve mechemism. The Jet nozzle ends differed with 
some set  a t  an angle other than 90 deg t o  the structural surface t o  
which they were secured. 
All assemblies uti l ized the  same type of 
In space, thrust per nozzle at ncminnl pressuret3 were 0.1 11.18 (0.44 R) 
for the High Thnurt Jets and ,0021 lbs  ( .OOg a) for the Lor 'Phrust Jete, 
7-82 
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(3) M:rpctic Unloading System - The Magnetic Unloading System (MUS) was 
n device on t h e  OAO that provided continuous unloading of e-xtJraneous 
t o r q c  on the  spacecraft by the generation df a mapretic f i e ld  which 
interacted vith Earth 's  magnetic f i e l d  i n  such a manner as t o  pro- 
duce t torque i n  t h e  opposite sense of the  d is turb ing  torque. A l -  
thou@ t h e  MJS was considered a s  a backup for the  Low T h r u s t  Jets, 
where the WS cauld develop sufficient torque t o  counteract the ex- 
trnneaus torques, it w a s  consideted as the preferable system since 
its reaction was  smoother and its use obvisted the need t o  f i re  the 
Law 'Ilhrust Je t s  which resulted i n  a net saving in reaction mass. 
It was also used t o  unload the continuously-rumling f i n e  momentum 
wheels, p a x  of the Stabilization and Control Subsystem. 
The WS consisted of a Magnetometer, and its electronics, which 
sensed the components of the Earth's magnetic field dong each of 
the vehicle axes, a Signal Processor which performed an algebraic 
summation of the Maepetmeter's outputs end the signals from tne 
FtwC's, and three Torquer Bars w i t h  their associated electronics. 
One bar was parallel t o  each vehicle axis. The Torquer Bars gen- 
erated the magnetic fields that interacted with the Earth's field 
and produced a torque on the  spacecraft. 
b. Low-Cost OAO Attitude Control S!bsystem. The law-cost OAO A t t i b a d e  Control 
Subsystem is a conventional cold gas control system that replaces the Colvse 
Momentum Wheels, the hematic System, and the w e t i c  Unloading @st= of 
the initial-design OAO-B. It provides thrust for stabilieatior? and slewing 
of the spacecraft, for unloadhg the fine mcse&um w'heels, BILd for fine- 
minting of the spacecraft i f  the fine mmentum wheels fsil. 1% consists of 
fcw identical module8 the% ere installed 9 deg 8p& in the aft  sectim of 
the OAO, Each aaadule c~~ three high level ttam;retera ea3 threa lw 1-1 
i 
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t . h? -u~ :~  CTC:. 
t.hc v l * t i i c l f \ .  
Thr! ;:clit~mt.ic dinp-nm of t h e  module is  prescnted i n  Fig. 7-45. 
The hi1:h lcvcl  thrusters are 1isclct for  stabilization and slewinr,  of 
Thcl rt?maMnc functions are performed by thc low level thrusters. 
'J!?ir. r * : n  ::~OT':ICC tank i s  capable of holdinp, 100 lbs (45 kg) of dry Freon 14 at 
a prq%L::xr'' of 7000 psi (21 x 10 N/m2), providinc a total  impulse of 4500 lb- 
src  (20,CW Ns! . 
t ank .  
thr tank and clored t o  maintain pressure i n  the tank. 
nccted i n t o  the outlet side of the Tee f i t t i n g  leading t o  the solenoid latching 
va lw,  
valve is the relief valvs. This valve opens and vexits gas when pressure r ises  
above 3400 psi  (28 x 10 I'?/m2) for any reason, The solenoid latching valve is 
normally open and is closed when there is a leak in the downstream system, or 
when there is  an indication tha t  either regulator is malfunctioning and causing 
a n  abnormal pressure t o  be supplied t o  the thrusters. 
system is tne hi& pressure yegulator which reduces the tank pressure t o  35 psi 
(C.24 x 10 N/rn2) for the three high level thrusters. Each thruster produces 
0.1 lb (0.44 N) thrust, 
6 
The t.& i s  pressurized'thraup& a f i l l  valve connected t o  the 
Ttic f i l l  valve contains a needle vnlvc which is opened t o  f i l l  or bleed 
A 5 micron fi lter is ccm- 
Also connect4 into l ine between the tmk and the solenoid latching 
6 
The next component i n  the 
6 
Also downstream of the solenoid latching valve the line branches to  the l o w  
4 2  pressure regulator Which reduces t-m tank pressure t o  5 psi (3.4 x 10 M/m ) 
f o r  the three low level thrusters, 
Ib (0.009 N) thrust. 
Each law-level thruster produces 0,0021 
The lm-cost OAO Attitude Control subsystem module is  desimed to be replaced 
iri'orbit by a Space Shuttle crewman a d  hence emphasis is on safety. 
pnents such as valves and regulators are operate3 at less  than me-third of 
proof pressure; and the gas starage tank i s  designed to  boiler-code stcuulrudg. 
The tank is  made of alminum rather then tittuiium to reduce its cost. The re- 
sulting weight penalty i a  acceptable to the lorw-caet OAO. 
A U  cun- 
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Thou -h npprc)ciable z a v i n p  a r e  indicated they are not the total savings re- 
culf.itir from t.hc low-cost design. 
ination of the coarse momentum wheels and the magnetic unloading system m e  
inc1udc.d i n  the cost savings accauplished by the redesign of the OAO Stabi l -  
izat ion and Control Subsystem (discussed previmsly in t h i s  sect ion) .  
The cost savings resul t ing  from the elim- 
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7.8 ENVTRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES 
7.8.1 T?,.:r.ic Rccommendcd D e s i g  Approaches 
17ic Environment.al Control subsystem carprises primarily the on-orbit thermal 
control system. 
ively i n  u n m m e d  spacecraft and are relatively l aw i n  cost compared t o  other 
sprrcccrnft mbsystcms. 
for complcx npacccraft such as the OAO-B-type require extensive analysis, 
tcstinc,  and detai l  design of the installation of insulating materials. 
preciable cost swings can be made if such a thermal control system can be 
extensively simplified. 
of the thermal control system of the low-cost OAO discussed follawhg. 
Passive thermal control techniques are used almost exclus- 
However, the design of the thermal control subsystem 
Ap- 
Such simplification has been attained in the design 
7.8.2 Example of Low-Cost Design of a Thermal Control System 
7.8.2.1 Initial-Desim OAO-B Therms1 Control System. The following descrip- 
tion of the initial-design OAQ-B Thermal Control system is Quated frm NASA 
SP-133, "Scientific Satell i tes,  page 366. 
basically a tube, 122 centimeters i n  dia. and 300 centimeters long. 
rounded by 48 truncated equipment bsys, arranged in an octagonal pattern. 
sequestering of OAO e q u i p a t  into small b q s  insulated from the main sa t e l l i t e  
structure i s  the key t o  successW passive thermal control. 
made of aluminized wlar covers all but one side of each bay (Fig. 7-48). The. 
bulk of the heat flawing aut of (or into) each bay follows the path between the 
honeycomb mount and the d m i m r m  sa t e l l i t e  skin. 
painted or finished i n  a manner appropriate t o  the enclosed equipment. 
small equimn ent packages i n  the bays are each h d e d  separ ately, as if they 
were small, passively controlled satellites (LMSC emphasis). 
"The OAO structure (Fig. 7-47) is 
It is sur- 
The 
Superinsulation 
Thus, the bay skins can be 
The -or heat input t o  the nain OAO structure and the coetained telescope is 
leakage through the superinsulation of the equipment bws, 
t iarr  and desim, heat iaplts t o  the structwe thraugh fittings and -8 
c a r e m  insula- 
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(WP rnjri-irniacd. Hcnt lcavcs the  structure throuqb radiation escaping via t he  
opcn txbcl on(is and heat transfer t o  nonequipment bays and end skin sections. 
Siricc IJip hcat sinks me diff icul t  to control, the heat Mow into the  struc- 
ture ir: vnricd by changing the amount of superinsulation around the bay walls, 
T ~ P  c l r i : : . i f p  tmnpcrature of t h e  cylinder and contained telescope i n  thc OAO i s  
0 O n  about, -30 *I? C. 
The mo..:. sicnificaslt statement i n  the above description of the OAO-B Thermal 
Controt system i s  the following: "The small equipment packages i n  the bws 
arc  each handled separately, as i f  they were small, passively controlled sat- 
c l l i t es .  Such a design requires a very extensive analytical effort and pro- 
l iferation of detail  design data. I n  addition, t he  testing required for ver- 
ification of the design i s  extensive and complex. 
I t  
7.8.2.2 Low-Cost OAO Thermal Control System. 
t r o l  System consists only of passive thermal control materials as shown i n  
Fig. 7-49. 
ment Section, made possible by the el-lmination of weight and volume constrairxts, 
results i n  significant simplification of the thermal control of the  Low-Cost 
OAO relative t o  that of the baseline OAO-B. 
The low-cost OAO Thermal Con- 
The thermal isolation of the Experiment Package frm the Equip- 
When the Experiment Package i s  isolated from the Eqyipment Section, the tem- 
perature of the 'latter may be permitted t o  vary over a relatively wide range, 
thermal isolation and control of individual equipment units i s  el-ted or 
greatly reduced, and significant cost savings are realized. 
' 
The estimated costs of the lcm-coet 
with the coets of the OAO-B Thermel Control 8ysteam in Fig. 7-50. 
Thefmal control &stem m e  compared 
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Baseline OAO-B 
Thermal Control Sys .  
(millions of dollars) 
c 0 :A 
C :I, f I I\ j:ory 
6 .05 
Lm-Cost OAO 
Thermal Control Sys. 
(millions of dollars 
2.9 
Averace Unit 1 .o 0.39 
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